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EDITOR: Ian Ledsham

EDITORIAL
As I take up my pen to begin this editorial it is difficult to believe that it is almost fiveyears since I first occupied this figurative chair. And under the .very sensible rules ofIAML (UK) I must now vacate the chair and take a (hopefully) well-earned rest.This has been an eventful five years for UK Music Libraries. A dominant theme ofthis period has been the continued pressure on public expenditure and its effect onlibrary services. Some music libraries have suffered particularly badly, either being axedcompletely, or, at best, turning into money-spinners for impoverished library authorities.Some university music departments have closed, with a consequent loss of music librarianposts, an effect compounded by the abolition of posts in the public library sector.A new copyright act has come into force during this period sanctioning a licensingscheme for the loan of sound recordings. Discussions on such a scheme are now nearingcompletion. This marginalization of music (and particularly recordings) is furtherenshrined in the Government's recent definition of 'core services'.But it has not all been doom and gloom during these five years. Despite the pressuresthat increasing preoccupation with our own very real problems put on IAML (UK)'srelationship with its international confreres, the UK branch hosted a very successfulIAML International Congress in Oxford in August 1989, at which problems were airedand fences at least shored up if not fully mended.Work has proceeded on the International Standard Music Number, and this project isnow being considered by the International Standards Organization. It is in the area ofinformation technology that most work is required over the next few years. MusicLibrarians have not adequately benefitted from the rewards that the computer has tooffer. Computerized cataloguing of music to AACR2 and MARC standards has notgenerated exchange records to the same degree as monograph cataloguing. There isstill no National Discography, though encouraging work is being done in this area.The potential of the computer to provide, on a national scale, databases whichadequately reflect the needs of music users remains to be exploited.The lack of development in this area has to do partly with the fact that funds for suchwork tend to be controlled by monograph librarians to whom music. is, if you will forgivethe pun, a closed book (or worse an irritating irrelevancy); partly with the false logicwhich has permeated much recent library philosophy and which holds that all librarymaterials, whatever their format, can be handled in the same way and by a single globalsystem; and partly with the failure of the music library community to identify its needsand to recognize its potential market value, at least in national and international, if notlocal, terms.Brio will, hopefully, continue to provide a forum for discussion, for observation, evenfor research in music librarianship in the UK in the coming years. John Wagstaff,Librarian of the Faculty of Music, University of Oxford, will take up the editorial pen -or perhaps more appropriately the editorial floppy - from the next issue. It only remainsfor me to wish him well, and to bid you farewell.

IAML(UK) and the contributors. Ian Ledsham
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NEWS AND VIEWS

Chester Music
As from 20th October 1989, Carolyn Godlee has been dealing with Chester MusicMarketing activities from: 3 Hall Place Gardens, St. Albans, HertfordshireAL 1 3SB. Tel: 0727 57841. Fax: 0727 45772.Editorial and promotions activities are dealt with from 8/9 Frith Street, LondonWIV 5TZ. Tel: 01-434 0066, whilst hire and sales remain at Newmarket Road,ury St. Edmunds IP33 3YB. Tel: 0284 702600
Oldman Prize
Nominations are invited for the annual Oldman Prize, awarded by the United KingdomBranch of the International Association of Music Libraries Archives and DocumentationCentres for the year's best book of music librarianship, bibliography or reference, writtenby an author domiciled in Britain. The winner of the best work published in 1989 willbe announced during the Branch's Annual Study Weekend late in March 1990 at theUniversity of East Anglia, Norwich. Chairman of the prize committee is Roger Crudge,County Music Librarian of Avon. The 1988 winner was Andrew Ashbee for volume 2of his Records of English Court Music. Publishers and individuals are invited to sendtheir nominations, as soon as possible, to the Oldman Committee, c/o The Secretary,Music Library, British Library, Great Russell Street, London, WC1B 3DG.

* *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

CORRESPONDENCE
Dear Sir,
Music in British libraries: a directory of resources, 4th edition
I am in the process of compiling a 4th edition of 'Music in British Libraries: a directory ofresources' and am asking for the help and co-operation of your readers.The Directory aims to list stock, services, details of collections, publications and anyspecial collections of all libraries, specialist institutions and individuals in the U.K.The information is invaluable for teachers, musicians, researchers, librarians andanyone with an interest in music and with a wish to consult or borrow from collections.The success of the volume depends almost entirely on the willingness of libraries andindividuals to co-operate. Questionnaires will be sent to all libraries in the 1981 editionknown to have music collections. But if you know of any individuals, organizations orlibraries who were not included in the third edition I would be very pleased to hearfrom you at the address below:

Mrs. Barbara Penney,5 Wellfield Avenue,London N10 2EATelephone: 01-883 0010

ANNUAL STU Y WEEKEND, ST. EDMUND HALL, OXFORD.31st AUGUST — 3rd SEPTEMBER 1989
Katharine Hogg

The annual study weekend followed on from the international IAML/IASA congress,which was held in Oxford this year, and IAML(UK) delegates were thus able to welcomecolleagues from near and far at several joint events. The weekend's programme tookadvantage of both the venue and the visitors from overseas, with sessions on the 'inter-national perspective' and on Oxford libraries as well as more domestic matters, followingthe original title of the weekend - 'Exploitation and Conservation' - in its widest sense.
The International Perspective
In this session three colleagues from overseas offered an overview of their libraries andlibrary systems. Don Roberts (Northwestern University) outlined the structure of theinstitutes of higher education in the United States, most of whom have some sort of musicdepartment, and went on to describe the music library at his university. The size of themusic library in terms of staff, stock, finance and salaries bears little comparison withthose in the United Kingdom, but several common themes emerged; conservation andpreservation, in particular for sound recordings; the problems encountered whenadapting monograph-oriented computer systems to handle music uniform titles; and thelack of resources available for collection development. Northwestern University isbuilding up its collection of twentieth-century music, which is perhaps the leastattractive area to potential sponsors. In general, Mr Roberts painted a fairly healthypicture of the library service; one in which, we were surprised to hear, over half of hislibrary assistants hold doctorate degrees in music.Susan Sommer (New York Public Libraries) complemented Don Roberts' paper withan account of the public library structure in the United States; essentially locally fundedand directed, there is no national hierarchy - the Library of Congress is responsible toCongress and not to other libraries. There is a good deal of co-operation betweenlibraries and various library associations, which play an important role in librarycommunications. Mrs Sommer outlined the structure of the New York Public Library,which appears quite complex as it includes both 'research' and 'public' libraries, each ofwhich has a performing arts section covering music, drama, dance and recorded sound.The two libraries are separate entities, with their own cataloguing and classificationsystems, philosophies and priorities; the research library is essentially archival (itincludes a collection of Japanese rock music among its holdings), while the public libraryis a lending collection for ̀today's user'. Several differences were noted in comparing theAmerican and British systems: only a handful of US public libraries hold orchestralsets, and Mrs Sommer was not aware of any stocking choral sets; and it was interesting inour current political climate to note that public libraries in general charge only forphotocopying at present in the US, with a token membership fee for hiring of sets wherethese are available.Mrs Sommer went on to talk about librarianship education in the US She pointedout that it is necessary to train the future library administrators to understand theproblems of music librarianship, as well as the subject specialists, and went on to describethe various courses available for the student wishing to make a career in music librarian-ship. Colombia school runs three courses, on music cataloguing, literature for theperforming arts, and music librarianship; other schools have extra courses or seminars
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for subjects such as law, medicine and music. The MLA (Music Libraries Association),which has a membership of around 1800, publishes a monthly vacancies list and alsoruns courses and supports committees working in areas such as automation andcataloguing.A European perspective was provided by Dr Joachim Jaenecke (StaatsbibliothekPreussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin), who presented a comprehensive survey of musiclibraries in West Germany. Dr Jaenecke listed the major academic libraries and theirroles, and went on to describe the public library service, which is geared towards popularmusic and music-making, including the organization of concerts and the provision ofsound recordings. The education and status of librarians in West Germany differs fromthat in the United Kingdom: there is more extensive training for the professional levels,with different training for academic and public library work; only supplementary musiclibrary training includes both areas. Stuttgart library school has the only musiclibrarianship course, but even the twelve places there are too many for the vacancies inmusic libraries within West Germany.West Germany has no union catalogues for scores or sound recordings, although thereare regional union catalogues for books on music; this causes problems with interlending,as librarians need to know the libraries most likely to hold a particular work and applydirectly. Interlending with East Germany does take place, but there are few contactsbetween East and West outside Berlin. In Berlin there are good East-West relations,particularly in the library divided between East and West, where the East holds thecatalogue cards and the West has much of the stock but no catalogue ...!IAML(UK) members were able to meet colleagues from overseas at an excellentconcert of twentieth-century music given by Lontano, and also at the IAML/IASAfarewell party; both events provided congenial surroundings for exchange of news andideas.
Oxford libraries
The second session of the weekend concentrated on Oxford libraries, with an illustratedtalk by David Vaisey, Bodley's Librarian, and a visit to Christ Church library. Mr Vaiseygave a potted history of the Bodleian library, which was founded in the early fifteenthcentury; a history of continued growth and a long fist of new buildings, although it isperhaps comforting to note that the library was in financial difficulties soon after it wasfounded. The treasures of the Bodleian are numerous and there was time to see only afew of them, from a tenth-century manuscript of St Dunstan to the manuscript of Wind inthe Willows, with a manuscript of the Agincourt song representing the music collections.Christ Church library holds a large collection of music books and both printed andmanuscript music. Dr John Milsom gave a short talk on the collections and the variousmusic catalogues compiled in the past, before going on to talk about the new musiccatalogue which he is compiling. The library holds printed and manuscript music,liturgical books, letters and books about music, 'grey literature' and many travel books;these last are a major resource for musicologists. There was an interesting exhibition ofchoice items in the collections, including an early eighteenth-century catalogue of thecollection, with annotations showing that some items quickly went missing!
The national perspective
Most of Saturday was taken up with politics and government of one sort or another;on the agenda were updates on copyright and local government legislation, the Report

•

and Information session, and the Annual General Meeting. Malcolm Lewis (Notting-hamshire County Libraries) tackled the new copyright legislation and steered a difficultcourse through the new Act and Statutory Instruments in a well-prepared talk. Theextent and complexity of the regulations, and the lack of precedent for their interpret-ation, might have overwhelmed weaker souls, but by extending the session Mr Lewiswas able to cover the major issues, earning the admiration and gratitude of his colleagues;he has promised an update at the next Study Weekend, but for the impatient reader Isuggest reading the Act and consulting your legal adviser.Because of the extended copyright session, Graham Muncy (Surrey County Libraries)postponed his update on local government legislation and privatization until the nextWeekend, when it will be even more up-to-date. After three hours (not continuous!) oncopyright, the subject of the Oxford choral tradition was rather refreshing. BernardRose sketched the history of the three choral foundations in Oxford - Christ Church,New College and Magdalen - and besides naming many eminent composers andmusicians who passed through Oxford, he regaled the audience with amusing contem-porary accounts of some of the more outrageous escapades of the choirboys, and even ofsome of the choirmasters.
Access to music
The discussions on Sunday covered several areas of music provision and access. BenNewing (Universal Edition) gave an interesting insight into the business world ofpublishing companies, many of which are now being swallowed up by large corporationsin order to acquire the copyright of their publications. As a result of this sheet musicpublishing is suffering; sound recordings make more money, and works which are not'good earners' will be chopped, a fate which has frequently befallen sheet music since theadvent of photocopying. Publishers are increasingly becoming agents for new composers,promoting their works using many more 'facsimile editions' of the composers' autographs,rather than the more expensive engraved editions which tend to be more attractive tothe practising musician. Mr Newing went on to discuss the conflict between exploitation,conservation and access which publishers must resolve. Many publishers have beenignorant of their stocks, including valuable autograph manuscript scores, althoughscholars are now searching and restoring archives, recognizing their value in musi-cological research.State-of-the-art technology was briefly mentioned: Mr Newing noted the possibilityof inputting a score and printing off individual parts, but recognized that a substantialamount of editing would be needed for spacing, cues, etc. The prospect of sending partsand scores along telephone lines around the world would appear to be still some way intothe future.Christopher Butler (Novello, formerly at Warner-Chappell) considered other areas ofmusic publishing, principally the 'popular music' publishing business. This sector of thepublishing business relies heavily on sales of audiovisual material and sheet music;the hire library and archive resources are not a significant part of the business. In factthe archives may be rather different from those of the serious music publisher, reflectingthe nature of the music; often the popular music publisher will keep only a soundrecording, and possibly one sheet with an outline of the 'tune'. Popular music publishersare mainly interested in copyright works, and new copyright works are often madeavailable for hire only to keep the company afloat and to cover less profitable areas.Serious music publishers tend to split profits 50 - 50 with the composer, while in popularmusic profits are split 90 - 10 in favour of the artist; profit margins are thus important

•
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arid larger companies tend to prosper as they have the necessary resources for the initialinvestment.The final speaker of the weekend was Ronald Corp, who gave a 'library user's view' ofaccess to music and music libraries. Mr Corp conducts several choirs and orchestras inLondon, and recently published a book 'The choral singer's companion'. He spoke ofthe difficulties he had encountered in finding non-standard and popular works whichmay not be in the library system and may not even be held by the publishers; of thequality of materials available for loan; the need to plan concerts very far in advance;and the level and quality of service which he has experienced in music libraries. A livelydiscussion followed, covering a range of topics including the availability and cost of hiredmaterial, the extent to which orchestras and choirs might be expected to buy their ownmaterial, financial constraints upon libraries and the problems of multiple copies versusa wider range of material, and the need for improved communication between musiclibrarians and their public. It was suggested that IAML(UK) and the National Feder-ation of Music Societies might be able to exchange information and ideas, as well ascommunication at local levels, and the discussion was only interrupted by lunch,marking the end of the weekend.
1. Ronald Corp The choral singer's companion. London: Batsford, 1987. Reviewed in Brio, vol.25 (1988)no.1, pp. 11-13.

* *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

'A NOTE ON THE COST OF MUSIC PRINTING IN LONDONIN 1702' REVISITED
David Hunter

Michael Tilmouth attempted to use an account of Wriothesley, second Duke of Bedford,for the printing of Nicolo Cosimi's set of twelve sonatas to throw some light on the cost ofmusic printing and publishing at the beginning of the eighteenth century.' There arevery few financial records of music printers and publishers from this period so anyevidence is worth exploring. Tilmouth's interpretation of the account seemed soplausible that it has not been challenged heretofore. Recent study of the costs of musicprinting and publishing of the period offered an opportunity for re-evaluation.2The account, as reported by Gladys Scott Thomson, reads as follows:3
1701Memorandum of the several payments made to Mr. Cross, the engraver,for account of engraving Signor Nicolino's music.For engraving 52 plates at 6 shillings per plate
17024 Mar. Paid Mr. Cross for printing said solos at 2/6 per hundred,imprimis paid him as by his receipt4 Apr. Paid him account of printing this dayThis £3. 5. 0. was in full for 2,600 printed to the 4th April.For a tray to steep the paper that I paidFor 26 sheets ruled paper for the music paid by me1 Jul. Paid Mr. Pennythorn for the use of the press for printing said music

s d
15 12 0

2 001 50
260 161 11 0

Is £20 12 0
Tilmouth calculated that the impression was 200 copies, that the cost per copy was2/6, and that Cosimi profited by 15s. per copy on copies sold by Banister and King. Allthese figures are erroneous for they are based on several false assumptions.First, Tilmouth assumed that each sheet received the impression of four plates. Thereis no evidence for this. Each leaf except the first and last in the sole surviving copy at theRoyal College of Music, London (XXIX.A.10(3)), is printed on both sides. Each page isprinted from a single plate. In press work the 'pull' is the measure of charge. As far as isknown, impressions were taken only from one plate at a time (i.e. there was only oneplate on the press). Cross's charge of f3 5s. is for 2,600 pulls at 2/6 per hundred (includ-ing the cost of the paper). Divide 2,600 by 52 (the number of plates) and the resultingnumber of copies is exactly 50. If 2,600 is considered to be the number of leaves printedthen the number of copies produced would be 96.27 (based on the fact that the survivingcopy comprises twenty-seven leaves), not a very likely quantity.Secondly, Tilmouth claims that there is no charge in the account for engraving a title-page and dedication. The surviving copy has no title-page. The first leaf is the dedication.The following twenty-six leaves contain the music. Fifty-two plates, including thededication, are to be seen, exactly the number for which Cross charged. Therefore noextra payment seems likely. Using the total cost given in the account for printing (that is,not including the 1/6 paid for ruled paper) go 10s. 6d. and dividing by 50, gives a percopy cost of 8s. 31/4d.Thirdly, Tilmouth states that after deductions are made for the cost of gratis copies,two newspaper advertisements and the trade allowance to the sellers, Cosimi made'about fifteen shillings' on copies sold, the price being one guinea. If twenty five of the
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copies were given away, the per copy profit on the rest, if all were sold, would have been3s.-4s., hardly the bonanza calculated by Tilmouth.Fourthly, Tilmouth's attempt to adjudge the profit margin of a musically similarWalsh publication, Corelli's Op. 5, is invalidated not only by the revision of the figuresgiven above but also by the knowledge that Walsh used pewter plates, which werecheaper than copper (Cross's preferred medium). Furthermore, the length of print runsfor Corelli's Op. 5 is unknown.Finally, let us consider which of the options, Tilmouth's or the recalculation, is a morereasonable interpretation. A composer would be more likely to seek assistance from apatron for publishing when the costs of production are high. The patron would wish tosee a well-produced book but would not want to underwrite a golden goose for anemployee. The music is new, the market for such music small, though growing. Had theper copy cost been as low as Tilmouth suggests, then there would have been no necessityfor such a high price. Tilmouth's comparison work, Walsh's edition of Corelli's Op. 5,sold for 8 shillings. The evidence of the account is that 50 copies were printed, the percopy cost was 8s 314d., and that the per copy profit, if 25 were sold, was 3s.-4s. In short,there can be little reason for assuming that Cosimi's Twelve sonatas were low in cost, highin profit, or printed in large quantity.
1. See Michael Tilmouth, 'A Note on the Cost of Music Printing in London in 1702', Brio 8 (1) (Spring1971): 1-3.
2. See David Hunter, 'English Opera and Song Books 1703-1726: Their Contents, Publishing, Printing,and Bibliographical Description', Ph.D. diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1989,pp. 89-99. This brief article is a slight expansion of chapter 3, fn. 79 (pp. 90-91).
3. Gladys Scott Thomson, The Russells in Bloomsbury, 1669-1771 (London, 1940), 122-124. As reproducedin Brio the account had some typographical errors, including £12 12. instead of £15 12. for the initialengraving.

A USER SURVEY AT THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMYOF MUSIC AND DRAMA
Karen E. McAulay

In June 1989 a questionnaire was circulated by RSAMD Library to all full and part-time students (with the exception of Saturday junior students). This article describes thebackground, methodology and results of the user survey, and concludes by attemptingan honest assessment of the whole project.
Why conduct a survey?
There were various reasons, both internal and external, why a user survey was considereddesirable. From the library staff's point of view, the new RSAMD building had beenoperative for two full academic years; we were anxious to know whether the new Libraryenvironment was proving conducive to study, and what effect the change from closedstack to open access had had upon our readers. In particular, how much difficulty wereusers experiencing in finding items? We also wanted to ascertain the general level ofawareness of our full range of services.From our position as part of an institution, there were further reasons why a usersurvey seemed worthwhile. Although the Library has fortunately not yet been subjectedto financial cutbacks, RSAMD was one of the Central Scottish Institutions to be allocateda minimum budget increase in April 1989, and in the light of this we felt that account-ability should be a key-word in library operations.Library evaluation is plainly a far wider subject than the mere conducting of a usersurvey, and we are indeed taking steps to collect other relevant statistics relating to theuse of our stock. Although this is beyond the scope of the present article, our overallintentions can be summarized as follows:
1. Efficiency - Observation of how much is being processed and catalogued in agiven period.
2. Effectiveness - a) We have attempted to ascertain how much of the stock isactually in use by arriving at a percentage of how much was issued (one or moretimes) from sampled shelves in various sections, over a recent 18-month period.b) We are asking ourselves whether we are adequately tailoring the service to thecustomer; how we can guage user satisfaction; and whether the constantly-attended Enquiry Desk is proving worthwhile.
3. Value for money - Given the cost of staffing and materials, do the results of theabove questions give value for money?'
Such questions as 2b are defined by Colin Harrison, Head of the School of InformationResources at Essex Institute of Higher Education, as 'output measures':

Output measures arc about testing the relevance of the service to user needs. They areabout the value of the service provided as perceived from the user's standpoint. Theseare difficult, but not impossible, things to collect and interpret. Often they cannot becollected over prolonged periods but have to be sampled at random points in time.'
Our aim was to seek feedback on user satisfaction by means of a carefully-wordedquestionnaire. A paper given by Jane Whittall of Beecham Pharmaceuticals at theAssociation of Assistant Librarians' 1989 Study Weekend, gave further advice about thepreparation and value of user surveys; particularly useful was her definition of the ideal
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questionnaire, which

maintains the respondent's cooperation and involvement; leaves the respondent inno doubt about what is required; helps them work out their response; doesn't force aparticular response; is easily used and easily processed; and is brief, attractive andunambiguous.'
Miss Whittall's stipulations that is should be attractive and unambiguous provedrather easier to follow than the recommendation that it should also be brief, as will beseen shortly.

The formulation of the questionnaire
Our concerns fell mainly into three categories: the use of the Library in general; the easeof finding and availability of materials; and aspects of user education.We wanted to find out the students' views of the facilities offered, and how the librarywas actually being used; to this end we listed a number of (legitimate!) library activities,asking students firstly to rate the Library's facilities for them, and secondly to indicatetheir most frequent activities. We were interested to see whether there would be anobvious correlation between the most-used facilities and students' opinions of them.From here, we went on to ask how often students visited the Library. (Questions 1 and 2)We were anxious to gain an impression of how easy students found the Library to use,because we are aware that the co-existence of different classification systems for oldermusic text books and older music causes a degree of confusion; it is necessary to searchshelves in two or three sections depending on the type of classmark indicated on acatalogue card. We hoped to find out how much of a problem this really presents, and tothis end we asked students to rate their chances of finding a chosen item either with orwithout staff assistance (Question 3).Question 4 followed on from this; we hoped to establish how often a sought item couldbe expected to be on its shelf, and hence available for loan. Incidentally, surveys atLiverpool Polytechnic led Don Revill to suggest that a high availability figure can meanthat the users are undemanding; conversely many complaints about non-availabilitycan, apart from raising questions about stock provision, sometimes be taken to indicatean active and demanding clientele.'In the old RSAMD building, there was little formal library instruction, and certainlynothing on an organized group basis. Since moving to the new building, all first-yearstudents have been given a group guided tour of the Library (normally eight to tenstudents per group). This is basically to point out where different materials are kept, andto attempt a basic definition of the contents of the various catalogues. There is no formalinstruction in using the catalogues at present, although we emphasize our availabilityand readiness to provide assistance on request.Our survey had therefore to seek information regarding the number of students thathad actually been given an introduction to the Library at the start of their course, andhow helpful they found it (Question 5a/b). We also wanted some idea of how manystudents regularly used the catalogues (as opposed to browsing at the shelves); whetherthey felt confident using them; and whether there was any interest in further instructionbeing made available (Question 6a/b/c).Any librarian will be familiar with the complaint that books are never there whenneeded, and it has already been explained that Question 4 was designed to arrive at ageneral consensus of opinion as to how often this was really true. However, we were alsocurious to know whether students were aware that they could recall or request items(whether for purchase or by Inter-Library Loan). All these options are mentioned in our

Library Guide, but it is debatable whether students ever refer to this after their intro-ductory tour. Questions 7, 8 and 9 were designed to find out how many students did usethese facilities.Our final structured question sought to establish the students' estimation of theLibrary's relevance to their studies (Question 10).We were initially uncertain whether it would be desirable to conclude with open-ended questions, offering the users an opportunity to level their own criticisms or praisesat the Library service. The fact that the environment had changed so much in the newbuilding was the eventual deciding factor. We toyed with a number of different wordingsbefore settling on two questions about good and bad aspects of the Library; it was hopedthat these would encourage a focused response. Obviously we had to be prepared for theoccasional waggish comment; as it turned out, there were remarkably few.
The questionnaire(A copy of the original questionnaire reduced from A4 is printed overleaf)
The questionnaire was circulated to the pigeon-holes of all music and drama studentsduring the period between the examinations and the end of Summer Term; completedforms could be handed in either to the Library or at the janitor's desk in the receptionarea of RSAMD.We had 94 and 43 responses from music and drama students respectively, ie fromabout one third of all students. Many of the responses were similar from both groups ofstudents, but the following analysis relates specifically to the musicians. The results of thesurvey were summarized and distributed to all who had been issued with questionnaires(with the exception of students who had since left RSAMD). What follows is a modifiedand expanded version of the response sent to students.
Library facilities in order of priority
1. (Highest) Listening - 86% of musicians thought facilities were good, or even out-standing. This was borne out by many favourable comments about the range ofrecordings and listening/viewing arrangements.
2. Borrowing - 70% of musicians thought these facilities were good.
3. Photocopying - 59% thought facilities were above average; this is an interestinglyhigh figure considering the fact that we have just one machine in the Library, andsmall queues are commonplace.
4. Information-seeking, and as a place to study - both were placed fourth inorder of priority, but students' opinions of the Library caused most concern; 29%thought it a good environment, 49% thought it average, and 23% considered it poor.35% of music students complained about noise, either in general, or specificallyreferring to noise from listening booths and students talking (or singing!). Only onestudent objected to being asked to turn volume down on audio equipment.Significantly, 66% of drama responses listed noise as the biggest drawback in theLibrary - which points a finger very directly at the music students!
5. Browsing - Opinion was divided here; 41% of musicians thought the Library goodin this respect, but another 43% deemed it only averages This was borne out byindividual comments; there were several comments that music was hard to find,some specifically mentioning the existence of different sequences. Two musiciansobjected to the classified arrangement, arguing that a totally alphabetical shelf
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4. How often do you find that what you want is on the shelf?LIBRARY SURVEY ( T i c k  one)
We would like to know what you think of the service provided by RSAMD Library, to helpus identify our strengths and weaknesses. We would be very grateful if you could handin the completed questionnaire either at the library issue desk or at the janitor'sdesk, before the end of term, if possible.

Year
Course
Instrument(s) (Music Students)

1. How would you rate the library for the following facilities?(Tick as appropriate) Good
Browsing ...
Borrowing ...
Seeking information or consultingtextbooks ...
As a place to study ..
Listening to/watching audiovisualmaterials (records, tapes, CD, video)
Reading magazines .
Photocopying ...
Using keyboard ...

Please asterisk (*) the ones you use most frequently

Average Poe

Seldom A s  often as not Frequently

5a) Were you given an introduction to the Library at the start of your course?

b) Did you consider it helpful? Yes -  N o _Yes N o

6a) Do you use the catalogues? Ye s  N o
b) How confident are you at using the catalogues? (Tick one)

c) Would further instruction in using the catalogue be useful to you?
Yes N o

7. Have you ever asked for a book to be obtained from another library?
Yes N o

8. Have you ever asked for an item to be purchased?
Yes N o

9. Have you ever asked for an item to be recalled from another reader?
Yes N o

10. How relevant do you consider the Library to your studies?2. Approximately how often do you visit the library each week? ( T i c k  one)(Tick one)
Daily
Several visits per week
Once per week
Less than once per week

3. How do you rate your chances of finding what you want:-
unaided? (tick one)
aided? (  " It )

Essential Q u i t e  useful L imi ted use

11a) What do you consider to be the best aspect of RSAMD Library?

b) What do you consider to be the worst aspect of RSAMD Library?

THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO HELP US HELP YOU.

4TP
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arrangement would be easier. (In fact, much of our older music is basically arrangedin an alphabetical sequence, but this mitigates against browsing.)

6. Keyboard - 28% of students had apparently either not needed or not noticed thekeyboard at all; to be fair, this has only been in the Library since April 1989.
Frequency of Library usage
37% of musicians use the Library daily; another 54% pay several visits per week. It wasextremely reassuring to learn that 87% of music students view the Library as beingessential to their studies.
go all funny when I look at a catalogue'

Our catalogues came in for a number of adverse comments, as we had expected. Theseranged from general observations that they were hard to use, to more specific criticismsabout tracing recordings, or pleading for a computerized system. 91% of music studentsdo use the catalogues, but only 43% feel confident with them. Another 39% had no strongfeelings either way about using the catalogues. Just over half of all music respondentssaid that further instruction would be welcomed.It was a little worrying that only 73% of music students had an introduction to theLibrary at the start of their course, and that only 71% of them found it helpful. However,we must offset against this the fact that organized tours were only started in the newbuilding; indeed, there was less to be shown with the old closed access system.
Finding items on the shelves
We asked how students rated their chances of finding what they were looking for: 26%felt that they had a good chance of finding it unaided, and 56% thought that they mightfind it. With staff assistance, 78% thought that they would find the item, and another 15%that they had an even chance.55% said that if they were looking for a particular item, 'as often as not' it wouldactually be there on the shelf. Another 29% said that it was frequently there.Many students did not seem to realize that books can be borrowed from other libraries;only 14% had ever asked for this facility. Only 33% had ever suggested that an item bepurchased for the Library. And it seems that only 50% of students had ever asked for anitem to be recalled from another reader. (One borrower commented that he/she dislikedbeing asked to return items for another reader's use!)
General comments
More than half of all music students made favourable comments about our listeningfacilities and audio-visual collection; this is clearly a strength. On the whole, our musiccollection is also appreciated, though several people felt that there was insufficientchamber or woodwind solo music. This is possibly due to the fact that there are old andnew sequences of music.A few people requested more periodicals and magazines, but as many commentedappreciatively about the range offered.There were several comments about the difficulty of finding text-books at essay andexam times; it was felt that we were undcrstocked in some heavily-used areas of historyand analysis.

Several students complained about the fluorescent lighting (which is beyond ourcontrol); others about poor ventilation. The latter surprised us, as we have plenty ofopening windows and are not dependent on air conditioning. However, some things areplainly a matter of personal opinion, since we received as many favourable commentsthat the Library is 'comfortable and good to study in', 'airy' and 'mostly quiet andpeaceful'.Comments about the library staff were generally favourable. One or two studentsstrongly objected to being asked to turn volume down or to subdue their conversations,but many more objected to noisy readers, and felt that we should be stricter - a commentwhich has been taken to heart!
After the survey, what next?
The survey results enabled us to take immediate action in some areas, and to adjust ourpriorities in others. Clamping down on noise is an example of the former; the A/Vlibrarian is also investigating alternative headphones which will leak less sound.Similarly, the Short Loan collection is being revised, by requesting all lecturers tostipulate which books they require transferring to Short Loan, or restricting to use onlyin the Library.Complaints about the shelf-arrangement and the catalogues cannot be remedied aseasily or as instantly. It has, however, been possible to change our priorities in theongoing recataloguing and reclassification of older stock. Where, formerly, we wereconcentrating on vocal and choral material, we have now turned to solo wind andchamber music, since this seemed to be causing more problems, and it seems desirable tointegrate old and new material as quickly as is practicable in these areas.In the sphere of user education and catalogue instruction, we clearly need to liaisewith academic staff. It might, for example, be possible to timetable an optional shortcourse, if we could jointly decide when the most appropriate time would be. Freshers'Week is obviously not the time for detailed instruction; on the other hand the beginningof the second term, when students have had time to settle in and are receiving more essayassignments, might well prove beneficial.
With the benefit of hindsight ...
A brief post-mortem is advisable after any project such as this. Our major mistake seemsto have been the timing of the survey; we would probably have had a much higherresponse had we issued the questionnaire at the start, rather than at the end of theSummer term, when students either go home early or put in fewer appearances at theAcademy. The poor timing was more by accident than design; the construction of thequestionnaire took longer than expected, and we then decided not to circulate it duringthe examination period.Wording is critical; Question 1 caused confusion because our instruction to asteriskthe most frequently used facilities, came at the end of the question. An additionalcolumn for the asterisk would also have made things easier - there was uncertainty as towhere to mark the asterisk, and a few respondents opted either for ticks or asterisks, whichwas not what we had intended.Questions 3 and 4 were, in retrospect, so similar as to cause ambiguity. It would havebeen better to have asked, in Question 3, 'How do you rate your chances of finding theappropriate shelf for the item that you want?' This would have made the distinctionbetween location and availability more explicit.
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Of less importance, but nonetheless worthy of comment, was the order of the questions;nos. 3 and 4 would have seemed more logical placed after the questions about theLibrary introduction and catalogue instruction.The structured questions were definitely justified in terms of producing useful statistics,which will help us improve the service, and could be useful for quotation at a later date.At the same time, we had no regrets about the open-ended questions, which elicitedsome very interesting replies.This article has attempted to make an objective analysis of the various stages involvedin conducting a user survey, from the initial motivation, through the planning andexecution, to the analysis of results and the ensuing assessment and decision-making.Obviously there are lessons to be learnt, but the project was nonetheless very worthwhile.Indeed, we were sufficiently encouraged by this survey to contemplate planning a surveyof the lecturing staff's library use and needs, in the not-too-distant future.
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3. Jane Whittall 'Assessing information needs in an industrial environment' Paper presented at AALNational Weekend School 1989: Tailor-made services: meeting the needs of your user. See Chris Keen's accountof the AAL National Weekend School in the Assistant Librarian vol. 82 no. 8, August 1989.
4. Don Revill alluded to surveys conducted at Liverpool Polytechnic Libraries, in his lecture 'All they wantyou to say is yes!' again at the AAL National Weekend School 1989. In addition to the availabilitystudies, he mentioned another survey which appeared to indicate that 35-40% of their readers just wantstudy space!
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81
CARD INDEXES OF MUSIC IN THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND

Roger Duce
Before listing in-house music indexes maintained in the National Library of Scotland,it may be useful to set them in context by briefly describing the music collections andcatalogues to which they relate.This description is in part a revision of a short article in Fontes artis musicae vol. xxv/3(1978).
Collections
The National Library of Scotland was originally founded as the Advocates' Library inEdinburgh in the late 17th century, becoming the National Library by Act of Parliamentin 1925. The character of the music collections reflects the policy and circumstances ofthe Library generally, the salient features being:

— the right, since 1710, to claim British publications by legal deposit;— a particular responsibility for collecting Scottish materials;— the acquisition of other special collections;— selective foreign purchase.
Legal deposit from the 18th century onwards has resulted in extensive holdings of Britishbooks and periodicals dealing with music, but it was only in the 19th century that musicscores began to be collected in substantial numbers. By the 1950s something approachingcomprehensive coverage in this area became the aim, and it is largely through copyrightdeposit that the printed music stock now approaches 250,000 volumes.The Library naturally places special emphasis on collecting Scottish music of everykind, and many scores of Scottish interest have been acquired by deposit and purchase.But we owe a large part of our great strength in Scottish traditional music to thedonation and bequest of three fine private collections, those of John Glen (1927),Alexander Wood Inglis (1929), and John Murdoch Henderson (1973). Scottish prov-enance can add to our interest in publications that are not intrinsically Scottish: thesubstantial collection of the Edinburgh Society of Musicians, for example, purchased in1982, includes much English and European music gathered in Edinbugh during the18th and 19th centuries. Printed Scottish music is now being supplemented by theacquisition of current Scots folk and popular music on sound recordings.Scottish music manuscripts have been acquired from various sources: in addition toone of the best collections of early Scottish music books (including the 16th-centuryCarver Choirbook) there are 18th- and 19th-century fiddle and flute manuscripts, thelargest single collection of piobaireachd, and the products of modern Scottish composers.The Panmure collection of 17th-century music manuscripts includes some valuableFrench instrumental scores.Three other outstanding printed collections are concerned with individual composers:Handel (the Balfour collection presented in 1938), Berlioz and Verdi (the Hopkinsoncollections presented and purchased in 1952 and 1970 respectively). The Cowancollection, bequeathed in 1929, contains 1,100 liturgical works dating from the 16thcentury onwards. The Scottish, Handel and Cowan collections contribute substantiallyto our holdings of pre-1800 published scores, which total over 3,000 in all, mostly Britishpublications.Foreign literature about music has been consistently acquired over a considerableperiod. The last few decades have seen much more buying of music scores from abroad
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than had been possible in earlier times, giving good coverage of a wide range of foreigncomposers, mainly in modern editions, though the failure of budgets to match risingcosts in recent years has inevitably reduced such purchasing.
Catalogues
The Library's general catalogues of printed books include books about music and musicperiodicals. Printed music scores are listed separately, in four distinct alphabeticalcatalogues:

1. The main music catalogue: a card catalogue listing important British publicationsreceived since about 1914, plus all music acquired by purchase and donation,including foreign and antiquarian scores. Cataloguing follows the old British Museumrules.
2. The BCM' catalogue: a card catalogue listing British material received by legal depositsince 1957 that has appeared in the British catalogue of music. Entries are drawn fromthe BCM. A corresponding classified card catalogue of this material is also maintained(Coates classification).
3. The 'Victorian' catalogue: a card catalogue, mostly handwritten, of pre-1914 legaldeposit acquisitions.
4. A shelf catalogue of printed music acquisitions not included in the other catalogues:this gives brief composer and title listings of less important copyright deposit scoresreceived since 1890, subdivided into 5 yearly cumulations. Secondary material notfound listed in BCM is included here.

Music manuscripts are included in the Library's published catalogues of manuscripts,where they can readily be identified through the subject index. Several volumes of thesecatalogues have already appeared, and volume 7, shortly to be published, will includeinformation about all the Panmure music books. Descriptions of further music manu-scripts, to be included in future catalogue volumes, can be consulted at the Library.

LIST OF INDEXES
Indexes are listed in two main groupings: those concerned with Scottish music, and thoserelating to other holdings. Information follows the standardized form adopted for the listof British Library music catalogues (Brio vol. 25 no. 2 1988). 1. Title; 2. Description;3. Countries and time period covered; 4. Selective or comprehensive for National Libraryof Scotland holdings; 5. Form; 6. Number of entries; 7. Arrangement; 8. Closed ormaintained.
Scottish
A. 1. Scottish song index; 2. Index of Scottish traditional songs in early, and a selection of later,printed collections; 3. UK, 1700 onwards; 4. Comprehensive for 18th century, selectivefor later publications; 5. Handwritten cards; 6. c. 7000 titles; 7. Alphabetical by title,with sources listed by date under each title; references from first lines and names of tunes;8. Maintained.
B. 1. Scottish songs (modern editions) 2. Lists Scottish traditional and popular songs (single songpublications and songs in collections); 3. Mainly UK, 20th century; 4. Selective;5. Typescript sheaf catalogue; 6. c. 3000; 7. Alphabetical by song title; 8. Maintained.

j.

C. 1. Scots fiddle collections; 2. List of published collections of Scots fiddle music; 3. Predomi-nantly Scottish publishers, 18th and 19th centuries; 4. Selective; 5. Typescript sheafcatalogue, and typescript pamphlet; 6. c.400; 7. Alphabetical by compiler, 8. Maintained.
D. 1. Scottish instrumental index; 2. Index of Scottish traditional instrumental tunes in pub-lished collections. Mainly Scots fiddle music (excludes bagpipe); 3. UK, predominantlyScottish and London publishers, 18th and 19th centuries; 4. Selective; 5. Typescriptslips; 6. c. 11,000; 7. Alphabetical by tune titles; 8. Maintained.
E. 1. Bagpipe collections; 2. Lists published collections of bagpipe music; 3. PredominantlyScottish publishers; 4. Comprehensive; 5. Typescript sheaf catalogue and typescriptpamphlet; 6. c. 300; 7. Alphabetical by compiler; 8. Maintained.
F. 1. Scottish bagpipe index; 2. Index of tunes in published collections of Scottish bagpipemusic; 3. Mainly UK, predominantly Scottish and London publishers, 19th and 20thcenturies; 4. Near comprehensive; 5. Typescript slips; 6. c. 12,000; 7. Alphabetical bytune title; 8. Maintained.
G. 1. Scottish rondos and variations; 2. Index of keyboard rondos and variations on Scottishtraditional melodies, c.1750-1820; 3. UK, predominantly Scottish and London pub-lishers; 4. Selective; 5. Handwritten sheaf catalogue; 6. c.300; 7. Alphabetical sequencesby (a) composer (b) tune title; 8. Maintained.
H. 1. Scottish folk music revival: sound recordings; 2. Index of tracks of c. 300 long playing recordsof the Scottish folk music revival; 3. UK, 1960s and 1970s; 4. Comprehensive forrecordings acquired up to c. 1980; 5. Typescript sheaf catalogue; 6. c. 6000; 7. Alpha-betical title (and composer where relevant) indexing within various vocal and instru-mental categories; 8. Closed.
General

1. Subsidiary vocal music index; 2. Title index to secondary vocal music that is listed in theshelf catalogue; 3. UK publications, 1890 onwards; 4. Comprehensive; 5. Typescriptsheaf catalogue; 6. c.40,000; 7. Alphabetical by title; 8. Maintained.
1. Song collections index; 2. Printed song collections are listed by nationality, subject, andperformers associated with popular music collections (individuals and groups); 3. MainlyUK, 20th century; 4. Selective; 5. Typescript sheaf caialogue; 6. c. 2000; 7. Alphabeticalsequences by country, subject headings and performers; 8. Maintained.

K. 1. Victorian catalogue: authors; 2. Indexes authors of words of vocal works that are listed inthe 'Victorian' catalogue; 3. UK publications, 19th and early 20 century; 4. Compre-hensive for works included in the 'Victorian' catalogue; 5. Handwritten slips; 6. c. 17,000;7. Alphabetical by authors; 8. Closed.
L. 1. Main music catalogue: authors; 2. Indexes authors of words of vocal works that areentered in the main music catalogue; 3. Predominantly UK, up to circa 1970; 4. Selective;5. Typescript cards; 6. c. 8000; 7. Alphabetical by authors; 8. Closed.
M. 1. Musicals and revues; 2. Index of published themes and selections from musical comediesand revues: includes publications relating to single shows, and composite albums; 3. UKpublications, 20th century; 4. Selective; 5. Typescript sheaf catalogues; 6. c. 700;7. Alphabetical by titles of shows (for single-work publications) and albums (contents ofalbums listed but not indexed); 8. Maintained.
N. 1. Film music; 2. Index of published themes and selections of film music; 3. UK publications,c. 1930 onwards; 4. Selective; 5. Typescript sheaf catalogue; 6. c. 1000; 7. Alphabeticalby titles of films (for single-film publications) and composite albums (contents of albumslisted but not indexed); 8. Maintained.
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0. 1. Television and radio themes; 2. Index of published themes and selections from TV andradio programmes; 3. UK publications, c.1930 onwards; 4. Selective; 5. Typescriptsheaf catalogue; 6. c.400; 7. Alphabetical by titles of programmes (for single-programmepublications) and composite albums (contents of albums listed but not indexed);8. Maintained.
P. 1. Instrumental index; 2. Classified catalogue of some instrumental music listed in themain music catalogue; 3. Predominantly UK publications; 4. Selective; 5. Typescriptsheaf catalogue; 6. c.8000; 7. Broadly classified by instruments and groups of instru-ments; 8. Maintained.

NEW PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED AT THE BRITISH LIBRARYDOCUMENT SUPPLY CENTRE
This issue contains the second list of 'current awareness' of new publications received atBLDSC. This list consists of facsimile reprints, along with selected collected editions andmonuments. The publication details are given as in the last issue, with the DSC shelfmark given in bold on the right hand side of each entry.These lists consist in the main of items that are not likely to appear (at least for sometime) in the British Catalogue of Music. In other words, UK publications are excluded,as well as other items known to be acquired by the British Library Music Library.I would like to thank those readers of Brio who have commented on the first list.If you have further suggestions, particularly on any type of material not included so farthat you would like to see, please do not hesitate to contact me at the 'distribution'address given on the inside cover.
FACSIMILE REPRINTS
1. Biblioteca classica seriesPublished by Accardi, Rotterdam

BACH, Johann Christian4 Sonatas & 2 (Mats jr the pianoforte or harpsichord with accompanimentsOpera XV.2 vols (nos. 1-4 & 5-6). Reprint of London, Welcker (RISM B.343)Parts. [BC 4/1,111
BEETHOVEN, Ludwig vani) 4  Arietten und em Duett ... mit Begleitung des Pianoforte, Op. 82.Reprint of Breitkopf, 1811.[BC 8]ii) 2 Preludes ... pour le fortepiano ou l'orgue, Op. 39.Reprint of Peters, 1803.[BC 5]
BRANCHE, Charles-Antoine (1722-79)Sonatas for violin & b.c., premier livre.Reprint of Paris, Berlin (RISM B.4215)Score. [BC 170]
CRANIER, Johann BaptistDuet/ for the harp & pianoforte, Op. 45.Reprint of London, Birchall, ca. 1810.Parts. [BC 15]
DUSSEK, Jan Ladislav (1760-1812)i) Quartet for piano & strings, Op. 56 (Craw 197)Reprint of Breitkopf, 1804 (RISM D.4088)Parts. [BC 22]ii) Recueil d'airs connus varies pour pianoforte, Op. 71, Bk. 1. (Craw 235-7)Reprint of Offenbach, 1810.[BC 21]iii) Tableau de la situation de Marie Antoinette (Sufferings of the Queenof France) for piano (Craw 98)Reprint of Kuntze (RISM D.4387)[BC 17]

•••

Tony Reed

H04/1402-3

H04/1361
H04/1362

H04/0158

H04/1381

H04/1382
1104/1360

H04/1378
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GIORDANI, TommasoA first sett of 3 duetts, for 2 performers on one fortepiano or harpsichord.Reprint of London, Babb (RISM G.2320)[BC 25]
HAESSLER, Johann Wilhelmi) Caprice et Sonate pour le pianoforte, Op. 5 (2nd edn)Reprint of Moscow, Wenzel (RISM H.1609)[BC 47]ii) Fantaisie et Sonate pour le pianoforte, Op. 4Reprint of Moscow, Schildbach (RISM H.1606)[BC 46]
HUELLMANDEL, Nicolas Joseph (1756-1823)6 Divertissements ou lie Suite de petits airs pour le pianoforte cmclavecin Oeu. VileReprint of Paris, Author (RISM H.7790)[BC 27]
HUMMEL, Johann Nepomuki) 3  Airs varies for piano, Op. 1Reprint of Amsterdam, Schmitt, ca. 1792.[BC 140]ii) Variazioni facile per pianoforte (A major)Reprint of Ricordi, ca. 1827[BC 31]
KALLIWODA, Johann Wenzel (1801-66)3 Solos for piano, Op. 68, No. 1 (Tempo di minuetto)Reprint of Peters, ca. 1836.[BC 35]
KOZELUCH, LeopoldDuett for 2 performers on one pianoforte or harpsichord, Op. 19.Reprint of London, Bland & Weller, ca. 1790.[BC 37]
MOSCHELES, IgnazSonate milancolique pour pianoforte, Op. 49.Reprint of Andre, No. 4407.[BC 56]
MUEHLING, August (1786-1847)30 Kurze und leichte Orgelstacke ... Op. 52Reprint of Simrock, Ca. 1836.[BC 70]
PLEYEL, Camille (1788-1855)Nocturne a la Field, for pianoReprint of Pleyel, 1830.[BC 75]
RIES, FerdinandFantasy for piano, Op. 77, No.1 (on a theme from Mozart's'Marriage of Figaro')Reprint of Richault, ca. 1820.[BC 81]

H04/1408

H04/1391
H04/1390

H04/1389

H04/2211
H04/1406

H04/1409

H04/1410

H04/1385

H04/1407

H04/1405

H04/1384

SCHOBERT, Johann (ea. 1735-67)i) 3  Quartets for keyboard, with 2 violins & bass ad lib., Op. 7Reprint of London, Bremner (RISM S.1952)Parts. [BC 107]ii) 2 Sonatas for keyboard, Op. 5 (No. 1 with violin accomp. ad lib.)Reprint of Bremner (RISM S.1941)Parts [BC 105]iii) 4 Sonatas for violin & keyboard, Op. 17.Reprint of Bremner (RISM S.2011)Parts. [BC 117]iv) 3 Sonatas (Trios) for keyboard, with violin & bars ad lib., op. 6.Reprint of Bremner (RISM S.1946)Parts. [BC 106]
SCHROETER, Johann Samuel (ca.1752-88)6 Concertos for keyboard & strings, Op. 5.Reprint of London, Dale (RISM S.2189)Solo keyboard part [BC 144]
STEIBELT, Daniel (1765-1823)i) Air vane, Enfant cheri des Dances, for harp & piano, Op. 32.Reprint of Paris, Pleyel (RISM S.5279)Parts. [BC 121]ii) 6 Bacchan ales for piano, with tambourine ad lib.Reprint of Leduc, ca. 1800Score. [BC 12]iii) Fontaine avec variations sun Pair ".Der Vogelfanger bin ich ja"(Die Zauberflote) for keyboard, Op. 44.Reprint of Vienna, Cappi (RISM S.5380)[BC 125]iv) Grande Sonate pour Is pianoforte ... a Madame Bonaparte(Op. 59, E flat major)Reprint of Paris, Erard (RISM S.5093) - incorrectly given as Op. 45.[BC 128]v) 3 Sonatas for piano, Op. 84.[RBesrlin22t ]of Andre (RISM S.5183)
vi) Sonata for piano, 4 hands, Op. 1, No.4, C major.Reprint of Paris, Viguerie (RISM S.4877)[BC 123/4]
STEPAN, Josef Antonin (1726-97)6 Concertos for keyboard or harp & orchestra, Op. 3.Concerto No.4, D major.Reprint of Paris, Huberly, 17724 Parts. [BC 157](This work lost, according to New Grove)
VALENTI, NiccoloToccate e Sonate da organ°, by Valenti & other anon. composers.Facsimile of manuscript (selection from Florentine mss., Ca. 1767)[BC 161]
VALERI, Gaetano (1760-1822)6 Sonatas for violin & keyboard. Vol.1 (Sonatas 1 & 2)Reprint of Pasinati, 1790 (RISM V.146)Score. [BC 163]

H04/1366
H04/1364
H04/1365
H04/2515

H04/1411

H04/1367
H04/1375

H04/1359

H04/1376
H04/1358
H04/1377

H04/1383

H04/2215

H04/1387
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VANHAL, Johann Baptisti) 6  Danses Hongraises [sic], for piano, 4 hands.Reprint of Amsterdam, Nolting, ca. 1800.[BC 174]ii) 6 Fugues for organ or keyboard.Reprint of Vienna, Cappi, ca. 1805.[BC 165]
WAGENSEIL, Georg Christoph6 Concertos for harpsichord or organ, with 2 violins & bass. Vol. 1,Concertos 1-3 (WWV. 289, 255, 302)Reprint of Walsh (RISM W.16)Solo keyboard part. [BC 151/1]
WOELFL, Joseph (1773-1812)2nd Divertissement for piano, Op. 61.Rcpt-. of Andre, 1814.[BC 167]
VII Sonate per cembalo e organo di diversi autoriFacsimile of manuscript in Musica Antica, Rotterdam(keyboard Sonatas by Botti, Rigogli, Moriani & Ciullini)[BC 162]

2. Fuzeau PublicationsPublished Courlay (France)
CLERAMBAULT, Louis-NicolasCantates franfaises ... ler LivreReprint (1988) of Paris, L'auteur, Foucault, 1710 (RISM C.3163)Score. [La musique francaise classique de 1650 a 1800, v.29]
DANDRIEU, Jean FrancoisLivre de Sonates en trio (Op. I)Reprint (1988) of Foucault, 1705 (RISM D.889)Score. [La musique francaise classique v.28]
LECLAIR, Jean-Marieler Livre de Sonates a violon seul avec la b.c.Reprint (1988) of Boivin, 1723, (RISM L.1306)Score. [La musique francaise classique v.19]
NIVERS, Guillaume GabrielLivre d'orgue (Nod , 1665) contenant 100 pieces de tous les tonsde l'igliseReprint (1987) of Paris, L'Autheur, Ballard, 1665 (RISM N.710)[No. 0626]
RAMEAU, Jean PhilippePieces de clavecin, avec une table pour les agrementsReprint (1988) of Paris, Boivin, Le Clair, L'Auteur, 1736 (RISM R.186)(1736 edition of Book 2 only, 1st published 1724)[La musique francaise classique ... v.21]
VALETTE DE MONTIGNI, JosephMotets a I, II, III voix, avec et sans instruments et b.c. Livre ler.Reprint (1988) of Ballard, 1711 (RISM V.152)Score. [La musique francaise classique v.24]

H04/0170
H04/1388

H04/1386

H04/0169

H04/0171

H04/1726

H04/1727

H04/1723

mH00/8928

H04/1738

H04/1728

3. Minkoff ReprintsPublished Geneva.
ATTAIGNANT, PierreTres breve et familiere introduction pour ... jouer toutes chansonsreduictes en la tabulature de Lutz.Reprint (1988) of Attaingnant, 1529.Intro. by F. Lesure. [2 8266 0888 6]
BARRIERE, Jean (ca.1705-47)Sonates pour le pardessus de viole avec la b.c., Livre V.Reprint (1986) of Paris, L'Auteur, Boivin, Le Clem (RISM B.1035)Score. [Viole de gambe, 11] [2 8266 0893 2]
CARCASS!, MatteoMethode complete pour la guitare.Reprint (1988) of Paris, Carli, 1825.[2 8266 0744 8]
FORQUERAY, Antoine (1671-1745)Pieces de viole mises en Pieces de Clavecin par M. Forqueray le filsReprint (1987) of Paris, L'Auteur, etc., 1747 (RISM F.1525)[Clavecinistes francais du XVIIIe siecle, v.27]

rai00/9031

H04/3104

H04/3896

H04/1248
JACQUET DE LA GUERRE, Elisabeth2 Cantatas for soprano, from Cantates francoises, Books I & 2:i.e Passage de la mer rouge: Samson.Reprint (1988) from Paris, Ballard, 1708 & 1711 (RISM J.238 & 239)Score. [La Cantate francaise au XVIIIe siecle, 10] [2 8266 0497 X] H04/3945
MOZART, Wolfgang AmadeusSonatas for violin & keyboard, K.6-7 ("Oeuvre premier")Reprint (1988) of Paris, Vendome, 1764 (RISM M.6461)Score & part. [2 8266 0509 7]
Tablature de Luth Italienne, dit Siena ManuscriptReprint (1988) of Ms. 28 B 39, La Haye Gemeentemuseum.Ed. A. Ness.[2 8266 0907 6]

4. Musica Publications (Facsimile Alamire)Published Peer (Belgium)
CLEMENS NON PAPA (ca.1510-56)Souterliedenkens, Book 4 (Het sevenste Musyck boexken)Reprint (1987) of Susato, 1557 (RISM C.2711)Intro. by I. Bossuyt.Parts. [90 6853 029 1]
KONINCKLYCKE FANTASIENT. Lupo, I. Coprario, W. Daman: XX Konincklycke Fantasien ennoch IX Fantasien (Gibbons), 3 fioolen da gamba.Reprint (1987) of Amsterdam, Matthysz, 1648 (RISM 1648/7)Intro. by R. Rasch.Parts. [90 6853 025 9]

H04/1265

H04/2783

rn1100/8714

rniI00/8710
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MOY, Louis deLe Petit boucquest pour toucher du luth join deux violes de gambaspar-my les vois.Reprint (1987) of Author, 1631 (RISM M.4023)Intro. by M. Jape.Score. [90 6853 024 0]
OESTERREICHISCHE NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK, MS 18 810Collection of German & French instrumental pieces.Facsimile reprint (1987) of manuscript. Intro. by M. Schneider.Parts. [90 6853 022 4]
PHALESE, Pierre (Publisher)Bicinia, sine cantionesReprint (1987) of Phalcse, 1609 (RISM 1609/18)Intro. by P. Stryckers.Parts. [90 6853 023 2]
SUSATO, Tylman (Publisher)i) Musyck Boexken, J‘lo. 2Reprint (1987) of Susato, 1551 (RISM 1551/19)Intro. by E. Schreurs.Parts. [90 6853 027 5]ii) Musyck Boexken, No. 3 (Alderhande danserye)Reprint (1987) of Susato, 1551, (not in RISM)Intro. by H. Baeteb.Parts. [90 6853 028 3]
WERRECORE, MatthiasLa Bataglia taliana (a 4 voci)Reprint (1987) of Gardano, 1549 (RISM M.1404)Parts. [90 6853 026 71

5. Opera de Guyenne publicationsPublished Bias (France)
BECK, Franz (1734-1809)Sonata for keyboard, Op.5 (Bordeaux set), No.2Facsimile reprint (1985) of manuscript M 617/2,Bibliotheque de Bordeaux.Ed. H. Humeau.
BOISMORTIER, Joseph Bodin deCantates francoises a voix seule, melees de simphonies, Op. 5.Reprint (1985) of Paris, L'Auteur, Boivin, Le Clerc, (RISM B.3322)Scores, 4 vols.
STUCK, Jeane Baptiste (1680-1755)Mars jaloux: Cantata (Book 4, No. 6) a mix seule avec symphonieReprint (1985) from Ballard, 1722.Score.

mH00/8709

mH00/8712

mH00/8711

mH00/8715

mH00/8716

mH00/8713

mH00/8769

mH00/8719-8722

mH00/8759

6. Societe de Musicologie de Languedoc publicationsPublished Bezicrs.
LALANDE, Michel-Richard de (1657-1726)Les 3 Lecons de Tenebres, avec le Miserere a voix seule (& b.c.)Reprint (1988) of Paris, Le Hue, Boivin, 1730 (RISM L.323)Score. [2 905400 23 4]
LULLY, Jeane Baptistei) Armide: tragedie, LWV.71 (2nd edn)Reprint (1988) of Paris, Ballard, 1713 (RISM L.2956)Full score. [2 905400 32 31ii) Atys: tragedie, LWV.53. (2nd edn)Reprint (1987) of Paris, Baussen, 1709 (RISM L.2963)Full score. [2 905400 19 6]iii) Mottets de feu ... a 2 et 3 parties et voix seulleFacsimile reprint (1988) of copyist's manuscript, fromposthumous collection of 1687.[2 905400 31 5]
NIVERS, Guillaume GabrielMotets, a voix seule (& b.c.)Reprint (1988) of Paris, Author, 1689 (RISM N.715)Score. [2 905400 21 8]
ROY, Eugene (ca.1780-1826)Mithode pour le flageolet avec ou sans clefs.Reprint of Meisonnier, ca. 1844.[2 905400 26 9]
ZIPOLI, DomenicoSonate d'intavolatura, per organ°, e cimbalo Op. 1Reprint of n.p., 1716 (RISM Z.325)[2 905400 33 1]

7. S.P.E.S. PublicationsArchivum musicum series, published Florence.
GEMINIANI, FrancescoSonatas for cello & continuo, Op. 5.Reprint (1988) of The Hague, Author, 1746 (RISM G.1508)Score. [Monumenta Musicae Revocata, 6]
HUGOT, Antoine (1761-1803)6 Sonatas for flute & continuo, Op. 12.Reprint (1988) of Paris, Imbault (RISM H.7835)Score. [Archivum musicum: L'Art de la flute traversiere, 38]
MASCHERA, Florentio (Ca. 1540.84)Libro primo di Canzoni da sonare a 4 voci.Reprint (1988) of Brescia, Sabbio 1584 (RISM M.1205)Parts. [Archivum musicum: Collana di testi rani, 69]
PAGANELLI, Giuseppe Antonio (ca.1710-63)6 Sonatas for flute & continuo, Op. 16.Reprint (1988) of Paris, Astraudy, Boivin, Le Clerc (RISM P.59)Score. [Archivum musicum: Flauto traverso, 15]

H04/1737

H04/3211
H04/3210

H04/3212

m1400/8758

mH00/8859

H04/3946

H04/2221

H04/1721

znH00/8724

H04/1722
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RASI, Francesco (ca. 1574-1620)Madrigali di diversi autori.Reprint of Florence, Marescotti, 1610 (RISM R.291)Score. [Archivum musicum: La cantata barocca, 25]

8. Performers' Facsimiles seriesPublished New York. Some of the most recent volumes.
BACH, Wilhelm FriedemannSonata for keyboard, F3, D majorReprint from Dresden, Author, 1745 (RISM B.526)[PF 52]
COUPERIN, FrancoisLes Nations: Sonades et suite de simphonies en trio (C.390-425)Reprint of Paris, L'Autcur, Boivin, 1726 (RISM C.4277)Parts. [PF 40]
NAUDOT, Jean-JacquesSonates pour 2 fit2tes-traversieres sans basse, Op. 3.Reprint of Paris, Naudot, Boivin, 1727 (RISM N.136)Score. [PF 38]
PURCELL, Henry10 Sonatas in 4 parts (Z.802-811)Reprint of London, Heptinstall, 1697 (RISM P.6085)Parts. [PF 60]
TARTINI, Giuseppei) Sonatas for violin & continuo, Op. 4.Reprint of Paris, Veuve Boivin, Le Clerc, etc. (RISM T.264)Score. [PF 44]ii) Sonatas for violin & continuo, op. 5.Reprint of Veuve Boivin, Le Clerc, etc. (RISM T.265)Score. [PF 45]iii) Sonatas for violin & continuo, Op. 6.Reprint of Le Clerc, Boivin (RISM T.266)Score. [PF 46]
TESSARINI, Carlo (ca.1690-1766)II Piacer del amator di musica, for 2 violins & bass, Op. 5.Reprint of Paris, n.p. (RISM T.553)Parts. [PF 43]
VINCENT, Thomas (ca.1720-83)6 Solos for a hautboy, German flute, violin or harpsichord, with athorough bass, Op. 1.Reprint of London, Cox, 1748 (RISM V.1646)Score. [PF 51]

9. Miscellaneous series.
BIBLIOTHECA BODMERIANA: Texte, vol.2Das Graduate von Sancta Cecilia in Trastevere (Cod. Bodmer 74)Ed. Max Lutolf. 2 vols. (v.1, commentary & register; v.2, Facsimileof manuscript).Cologny-Geneva, Fond. Martin Bodmer, 1987.[3 85682 024 8]

H04/0243

H04/1363

H04/1671

H04/3854

H04/2257

H04/1954
H04/1953
H04/1952

H04/1368

H04/1369

H04/0507-8

BIBLIOTHECA MUSICA BONONIENSIS, IV/77MORETTI, Felice (1791-1863)72 Fughette o versetti di stil fugato, for organ.Preface by P. Marenzi. Forni, 1985.(Reprint of Milan, Vismara)
DAL CLAVICEMBALO AL PIANOFORTE, 5BACH, Johann Christian & RICCI, F.P.Metoda per il Forte-piano o clavicembalo.Ed. E. Cominetti. Paideia/Barenreiter, 1986.(Reprint of Leduc, ca. 1786)
ESSERCIZI DI MUSICA, 5KRAKAMP, Emmanuele (1813-83)5 Fantaisies variees, for flute solo.Rome, La Stravaganza, 1988.(Reprint of Naples, Girard, ca. 1845)
FONTES MUSICAE BD3LIOTHECAE REGIAE BELGICAE, 1/4ROUSSEL, AlbertFugues pour piano; Rustiques pour piano, Op. 5; Light pour chantet piano, Op.19/ 1; Fanfare pour un sacre Palen.Intro. by Y. Lenoir. Bib. Regia Belgica, 1987.(Facsimile of manuscripts)
MONUMENTA PALAEOGRAPHICA GREGORIANAVol. 1: Die Handschrift Benevento, Biblioteca Capitolare 33Vol.2: Die Handschrift Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek Lit. 6.Munsterschwarz, Int. Gesellschaft fur Studien des GregorianischenChorals, 1988.(Facsimiles of manuscripts)

10. Other Facsimile publications
ANT1PHONALE HISPANIAE VETUS (S.X-XI)Biblioteca de la Universidad de Zaragoza.Facsimile of manuscript, with extensive commentary.Zaragoza, Seccion de Musica Antigua, Inst. Fernando el Catolico, 1986.[84 00 06375 9]
BURNEY, CharlesSonatas or duets, for 2 performers on one pianoforte or harpsichord.Ed. P. Minden. Moeseler, 1988 [M18.023](Reprint of Sets 1 & 2, RISM B.5059 & 5060)
BUXTEHUDE, DietrichFarwahr, er trug unsere Krankheit: Cantata, BuWV.31.Ed. B. Grusnick. Barenreiter, 1987 [AoE 14](Facsimile of manuscript)
CALDARA, AntonioMissa a 4 voci, D-dur, "Vix orimur morimur", in the arrangement byJan Dismas Zelenka.Facsimile of the manuscript score in the Sachsische Landesbib. Dresden,with commentary by B.W. Pritchard.Leipzig, Zentralantiquariat der DDR, 1987.[Musik der Dresdener HofIcapelle] [3 7463 0064 9]

H04/0913

H04/2935

H04/2917

H04/1094

H04/3587-8

H04/3938

H04/3087

mH00/8558

H04/3935
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GERSHWIN, GeorgeCommemorative facsimile edition of manuscript full scores,Published Warner Bros., 1987.i) An American in Paris.

WAGNER, RichardSchusterlied, from Die Meistersinger von Narnberg.Fruheste Reinschrift (W W V deest).Facsimile of the manuscript in the Wiener Stadt-und Landesbibliothek.

95

[FS 0001]ii) Concerto in F.[FS 0002]iii) Cuban overture.
H04/3902 E d .  E. Hilmar. Tutzing, Schneider, 1988. [3 7952 0520 4]
H04/3900 W E R C K M E I S T E R ,  Andreas (1645-1706)Die Nothwendigsten Anmerkungen und Regeln wie der Bassus continuus

H04/1053

[FS 0003]iv) Rhapsody in blue (Croft's original ochestration, for piano & H04/3901 o d e r  General-bass.Reprint of Ascherleben, 1698.jazz band, 1924.) Ed. E. Thom. Kultur-und Forschungsstatte Michaelstein, 1985 [no. 2] H04/1054[FS 0004] H04/3839
GOESS LUTE MANUSCRIPTS, 1 (Ca. 1655-70)Intro. & concordances by T. Crawford. TREE Edition, 1988. COLLECTED EDITIONS AND MONUMENTS(Facsimile of manuscript) mH00/8706 1. Collected works of individual composersHYMNARIUM OSCENSE (S.XI)2 vols. in box. Vol. 1, Facsimile of manuscript. Vol.2, Estudios byA. Duran et al, with some musical transcriptions.Zaragoza, Seccion de Musica Antigua, Inst. Fernando el Catolico, 1987.[84 00 06601 4] mH00/9030

DUFAUT (17th cent.)Oeuvres. New edition.Ed. A. Souris & M. Rollin. C.N.R.S., 1988.[Corpus des luthistes francais. 2 222 04200 3] H04/2230
KOENIGSBERG MANUSCRIPT; a facsimile of Mss.285-MF-LXXIX(dim Preussisches Staatsarchiv, Koenigsberg, Msc.A116.fol.) [in the]Central Library of the Lithuanian Academy of Science, Vilnius.Intro. by A. j. Ness & J.M. Ward. Columbus, Edn Orphee, 1989.

GALLOT FAMILYOeuvres des Gallot.Ed. M. Rollin. C.N.R.S., 1987.[Corpus des luthistes francais. 2 222 03991 6] H04/1770
[0 936186 31 3] HAEHNEL, Johannes (16th cent.)(Facsimile of manuscript) H04/3666 Works, vol. 2: 3 Magnificats.Ed. A.A. Moorfield. Ottawa, Institute of Mediaeval Music, 1988.LAUTENTABULATUREN FRANKISCHER LAUTENISTEN [Collected works, vol. VIII/2. 0931902592]Staats-und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg. Tonkunst 2o Faszikel III. (Vol.1 published in 1975) H04/0585Vol. 1, Solowerke.Hamburg, Trekel, 1986. [T 0664] PATIN°, Carlos (1600-75)(Facsimile of manuscript; works by Laufensteiner, Kleinknecht, etc) H04/2977 Obras musicales recopiladas. Vols.1-3.Ed. L. Siemens Hernandez. Cuenca, Inst. de Musica Religiosa, 1986-88.11 PIECES FOR 4 FLUTES [84 505 3196 9/ 84 505 5249 4/ 84 505 7376 9] H03/9420by Anon, Handel, Kraus & Naumann. H04/1207-8Facsimile print from a 19th-century manuscript in the Library of theRoyal Academy of Music in Stockholm. Ed. A. Ljungar-Chapelon. RHEINBERGER, Josef GabrielAutographus Musicus, 1988. [AM032] Samtliche Werke, J. Rheinberger-Archiv, Vaduz. Abt.2 vols. Vol. 1= 4 facsimile parts. Vol.2 =Full Score in modern edition H04/3955-6 Band 10: Der Stern von Bethlehem, Op.164.Ed. H. Wangar. Carus-Verlag, 1988 [CV 50.210]20 REDOUTTAENZE, von 1812 & 1823 (Full score in German & English) H04/016724 MUENCHNER REDOUTTAENZE von 1809 & 1812for piano. 2 vols. ROBLEDO, Melchor (d.1586)Dingolfing, Edn EMF, 1985 [nos. 1-2] Opera Polyphonica, 1: Misas - Pasiones - Motetes.Reprints of various volumes, originally pub. 1812. H04/0166 Ed. P. Calahorra. Zaragoza; Inst. Fernando el Catolico, 1986.H04/0164 [84 00 06377 5] H04/2820
SCHUBERT, FranzWinterreise, D.911.Facsimile of the autograph score, with an intro. by S. Youens. 2. Selected series: recent volumes.Dover/Pierpont Morgan Library, 1989. [0 486 25996 X] H04/3838 AMERICANA COLLECTION MUSIC SERIES.STORM, Rasmus Jorgensen (1733-1806) Vol. 3: Democratic souvenirs. An historical anthology of 19th centuryRasmus Storms nodebog: en tynsk tjenestekarts Dansemelodier, 0.1760 American music.Ed. J.H. Koudal. Copenhagen; Kragen, 1987. Compiled R. Jackson. New York, Peters, 1988.(Facsimile of manuscript) [87 980636 7 7] mH00/9032 [0938856030] H04/2043
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BIBLIOTECA MUSICALE TRENTINA, 16RUNCHER, Giovanni Battista (1714-91)Dixit Dominus, for soli, chorus, trumpets, strings & organ, C Major.Ed. C. LuneIli. Rovereto, Cipriani, 1988.Score. [SM066]
DENKMAELER DER TONKUNST IN BAYERN: Neue Folge, Bd.8.KRIEGER, Johann Philipp.Trio Sonatas, op.2 (1693) (with cantata, "Surgite cum gaudio")Ed. F. Laengin. Breitkopf & Hartel, 1988.Score.
INSTITUTA ET MONUMENTA, Ser.1, Vol.5, Tomo IV.MONTE VERDI, ClaudioMadrigali a 5 voci. Libro terzo.Ed. M.T. Rosa Barezzani. Cremona, Fond. C. Monteverdi, 1988.
KIRCHENMUSIK DER WIENER KLASSIK, 4.HAYDN, MichaelMissa in honorem Sancti Dominici, oder Messa della Benedicenza in C.1st edition by J. F. Doppelbauer. Altotting, Coppenrath, 1988.Score.
MONUMENTA ARTIS MUSICAE SLOVENIAEVols.5-6, 10-12. Pub. Ljubljana, Slov.Akad.Znanosti, 1985-8.HANDL, JacobOpus Musicum.Ed. E. Skulj. Scores.Vol. 5: 1/1, In adventu domini nostri lesu Christi.Vol. 6: 1/2, De Nativitate circumcisione et Epiphania Domini.Vol. 10: 11/3, De Resurrectione et Ascensione Domini nostri lesu ChristiVol. 11: 11/4, De Spiritu Sancto.Vol. 12: 111/4, De sancta Trinitate et de Corpore Christi.
MONUMENTA MUSICAE IN POLONIA, SER.D, vol.15.ZIELENSKI, MikolajOffertoria et comuniones totius anni.Krakow, P.W.M., 1986. [83 224 2544 9]Partitura pro organo'. Reprint of Venice, 1611 (RISM.Z.199-200)
MONUMENT! DI MUSICA ITALIANA, Ser.1, vol.7.MARTINI, Giovanni BattistaSonate pro organoEd. D. Masurati. Paideia/Barenreiter, 1988.
MONUMENT! MUSICAL' ITALIAN!, 13: Opere di antichimusicisti Bresciani, vol.2.CONTINO, Giovanni (ca.1513-74)II primo libro de Madrigali a 5 voci (1560)Ed. R. Vettori. Zerboni, 1987 [9487]
MONUMENTOS DE LA MUSICA ESPANOLAVol.43: GUERRERO, FranciscoOpera omnia, vol. 5: Missarum liber secundus.Ed. J. Llorens Cistero. Barcelona, C.S.I.C., 1986. [84 00 00224 5]Vol.44: CABANILLES, Juan BautistaVersos para organo, vol.l.Ed. J. Llorens Cistero & J. Sagasta Galdos.C.S.I.C., 1986. [84 00 06360 0]

H04/2495

H04/1847

H04/0578

1104/2282

H03/7886H03/7886AH04/1455H04/1454H04/3852

H04/3126

H04/0549

H04/1762

H04/0560

H04/0548

Vol.45: GUERRERO, FranciscoOpera omnia, vol. 6: Motetes 23-46.Ed. J. Llorens Cistero. C.S.I.C., 1987. [84 00 06759 2]
MONUMENTS OF RUSSIAN MUSIC, 12.KHANDOSHKIN, Ivan (1747-1804)Works for violin.Ed. Yampolsky & Dobrokhotov. Muzyka, 1988.
MUENCHNER EDITIONEN ZUR MUSIKGESCHICHTE, 10.SCHMID, BernholdDer Gloria- Tropus Spiritus et alme, bis zur Mite des 15.jahrhunderts.Tutzing, Schneider, 1988. [3 7952 0567 0]
MUSIC IN DENMARK AT THE TIME OF CHRISTIAN IV(= Musik i Danmark pa Christian IV's tid)7 vols., published Engstrom & Sodring, 1988Vol. 1; Songs from the collections of Voigtliinder & Terkelsen.Ed. IIatting & Krabbe. [87 87091 24 0]Vol. 2: Music for instrumental ensemble.Ed. J. Bergsagel. Score. [87 87091 26 7]Vol. 3: Keyboard music, "The VoigtMnder Tablature".Ed. H. Glahn. [87 87091 28 3]Vol.4: Pedersoen, Mogens: Mass & Motets (from PratumSpirituale, 1611)Ed. H. Glahn. [87 87091 30 5]Vol.5: Motets by G. Trehou, J. Tollius & V. Bertholusius.Ed. 0. Kongsted. [87 87091 32 1]Vol. 6: Anonymous Mass & occasional Motels.Ed. Bergsagel & Glahn. [87 87091 34 8]Vol. 7: Schattenberg, Thomas: jubilus S. Bernhardi (collectionof motets, 1620)Ed. E. Barford et al. [87 87091 36 4]
MUSICA DE TECLA VALENCIANA, vols.1-2CABANILLES, Juan BattistaTientos for keyboard. 2 vols.Ed. J. Sagasta Galdos. Valencia, Edns Alfonso el Magnanim, 1986-7.
MUSICA E MUSICISTI NEL LAZIO '400 '800FONT! MUSICAL!, Vol.l.FOGGIA, Francesco (1604-88)Motetti.Ed. G. Morche. Fond. Palestrina, 1988.
MUSICA PRACTICA, Vols.1-2HIRSCHBERGER, Alberich (1709-45)Opus Tripartitum. Concertos nos.2 in G & 5 in F, for 2 horns,strings & organ.Ed. K. Ruhland. Altottling, Coppenrath, 1988.Scores (2 vols.).
MUSICALIA DANUBIANAVol. 7: Hungarian Dances, 1784-1810 (for piano).Ed. G. Papp. Hungarian Academy of Science, 1986.[963 01 7485 5]

H04/0561

H04/2213

H04/1487

H04/3517-3523

Vol.1 H03/8472Vol.2 H04/2212

H04/3621
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Vol. 8: Zarevutius, Zacharias (ca.1605-67): Magnificats & Motets.Ed. R. Arpad Muranyi. Hungarian Acad. of Science, 1987.[963 01 8291 2]
MUSIK ALTER MEISTER, Vol.533 Widmungsstacke an Erzherzog Karl II von Inneroesterreich,for 4 voices (Filippo di Monte & Giuliamo Zacchini)Ed. R. Lindell. Akademische Druck u. Verl., 1988.
MUSIK AUS OSTBAYERNVols. 1-16. Published Coppenrath, 1987-8. Ed. K. Ruhland.Vol. 1: PAMINGER, Leonhard (1495-1567)Passauer Weihnachts-gesange zu 4 bis 6 S'timmen(from Ecclesiasticarum Cantionum, Bk. I, 1573)Vol. 2: Weihnachts-Pastorellen aus dem 18.7ahrhundertmit Hirtenhorn, 2 Violinen, Singstimmen, Orgel.Score.Vol. 3: HUGL, Franz Anton (fl.1738)Parthia 1-3, for keyboardFacsimile reprint from RISM.H.7826.Vol. 4: MAYR, Rupert Ignaz (1646-1712)Suite fir. 6 in D, from "Pythagorische Schmids-Fancklein", 1692,for strings & b.c.Score.Vol. 5: KRAUTTER, Kilian (1706-42)Salve Regina in C Major, for soli, chorus, trumpets, strings & organ.Score.Vol. 6: KOENIG, Vinzenz (1748-1804)Versetten und Praeludien, for organ.Vol. 7a: STERNKOPF, Johann Baptist (1753-1817)Magnificat in C major, for soli, chorus, trumpet, strings & organ.Score.Vol. 8: KUERZINGER, Johannes (fl.1624)4 Motets, for 4 voices & b.c. (from Lesby modi, 1624)Score.Vol. 9: AUFSCHNAITER, Benedikt Anton (1685-1742)Serenade fib. 1, G major, from "Concors discordia", 1695, for strings.Score.Vol. 10: AUFSCHNAITER, Benedikt AntonSerenade ho. 3, G minor, from "Concors discordia".Score.Vol. 11: KERN, Joseph Seraph (fl.1746)Regina caeli laetare, for chorus, trumpets, timpani, strings & organ.Score.Vol. 12: ANON (18th century)Ave Maria gratia plena: 3 versions for 2-3 voices & organ.Score.Vol. 13: HUGL, Franz AntonParthia 4-6 for keyboard(See vol. 3 for details)Vol. 14: LOTH, Urban (ca.1580-1636)3 Geistliche Konzerte zur Weihnachtszeit (from Musa melica),for 2 tenors or sopranos & b.c.Score.Vol. 15: MUENSTER, Joseph Joachim Benedikt (1694-1751)Concertatio Pastoritia nos. 11 & 12 (Solsequium obsequii, Op. 5),in C & D major, for trumpets, timpani, strings ce organ.Score.
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Vol. 16: LOTH, Urban3 Hymnen fur Ostern, Pfingsten, Dreifaltigkeit, (from Musa ntelica),for 5 voices & b.c.Score.
MUSIKALISCHE DENKMALER, Vol.10Der Wolfenbatteler Chansonnier. Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbattel Codex Guelf.287 Extray.Ed. M. Guttierez-Denhoff. Schott, 1988 [MD 101
POLIFONIA ARGONESAPub. Zaragoza, Inst. Fernando el Catolico.Vol. 1: Obras de los maestros de la Capillas de musica deZaragoza en los siglos XV, XVI y XVII.Ed. P. Calahorra. Pub. 1984. [84 00 05893 3]Vol. 2: Obras de los maestros de la Capilla de musica de laColegial de Daroca (Zaragoza) en los siglos XVII y XVIII.Ed. P. Calahorra. Pub. 1985. [84 00 06020 2]Vol. 3: Obras de la Capilla de musica de la catedral deAlbarracin (Teruel) de los siglos XVII y XVIII.Ed. J.M. Muneta. Pub. 1986. [84 00 06321 X]Vol. 4: Seis Villancicos del Maestro de Capilla de el PilarDon Joseph Ruiz Samaniego.Ed. L.A. Gonzalez Mann. Pub. 1987. [84 00 06605 7]
RECENT RESEARCHES IN AMERICAN MUSIC, Vol.16LOEFFLER, Charles Martin (1861-1935)Selected songs with chamber accompaniment.Ed. E. Knight, A-R Editions, 1988.Score & parts. [0 89579 223 0]
RECENT RESEARCHES IN THE MUSIC OF THECLASSICAL ERAVol. 25: GIORDANI, Tommaso3 Quintets for keyboard & strings (0p.1, Nos. 1, 3 & 5).Ed. N. Temperley. A-R Editions, 1987.Score & parts. [0 89579 214 1]Vol. 26: HERTEL, Johann WilhelmKeyboard concertos in E fiat major & F minor (from manuscriptsin Bib. du Conservatoire Royal de musique, Brussels)Ed. Sister Romana Hertel. A-R Editions, 1988.Score & 7 parts. [0 89579 222 2]
SOCIETE LIEGOISE DE MUSICOLOGIE; PUBLICATIONSChoix d'oeuvres de musiciens de l'ancienne Collegiale Saint-Paula Liege - de Jean Guyot a Henri Moreau (1549-1787)Ed. J. Quitin.Score. [Publications, fasc.7]Jean de Latre: 6e Livre de Chansons a 4 parties (1555)Ed. J. Quitin, 1988. [Publications, fasc.9]
SUDDEUTSCHE WEIHNACHTSMUSIK, Vol.16SCHNEIDER, Franz (1737-1812)Transeamus usque ad Bethlehem, for chorus, organ, 2 cellos,double-bass, 2 trumpets & timpani ad lib.1st edition by 0. Biba. Coppenrath, 1988.Score.
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TECLA ARAGONESAPub. Zaragoza, Seccion de Musica Antigua, Inst. Fernando el Catolico.Vol. 1: NEBRA, Jose (1702-68)Tocatas y Sonatas para organo o clove.Ed. R. Escalas. Pub. 1987. [84 00 06722 3] H 0 4 / 3 8 4 0Vol. 2: La Escuela de organo de La Seo de Zaragoza en el siglo XVII.Andres de Sola & Jeronimo Latorre.Ed. L. Siemens Hernandez. Pub. 1988. [84 7820 007 X] H04/3841
VERGESSENE MUSIK DER PFALZ, Vols. 1-2FRANCK, Johann Zacharias (1686-1756)Musik fur Tastenistrumente (vol.], for organ; vol. 2, for harpsichord)Ed. G. Brause. Speyer/Rhein, 1987.2 vols.
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REVIEWS
Edited by Karen E McAulay

(All items for review should be sent to Mrs McAulay atRSAMD, 100 Renfrew Street, Glasgow G2 3DB)
Samuel Wesley. The Wesley Bach letters: a facsimile reprint of the first printed edition, with anintroduction by Peter Williams. Borough Green: Novello, 1988. xvii, 65pp £8.50ISBN 0 85360 136 4
This volume consists of a facsimile reprint of a series of letters written by Samuel Wesleybetween 1808 and 1816 to Benjamin Jacobs, an organist and fellow Bach enthusiast. Theletters were published originally in 1875 by Wesley's daughter Eliza, who wished toestablish the historical importance of her father's work in the revival of J.S. Bach's music.A background to the letters is provided by Peter Williams in an introduction whichoutlines the extent to which Bach's music was known up to and around the time ofWesley, and suggests ways in which the letters throw light on early nineteenth-centuryperformance practices and traditions of Bach interpretation which remain to this day.The letters themselves communicate Wesley's enthusiasm and excitement as hediscovers works previously unknown to him, using the religious imagery of a ferventcrusade in describing his efforts to promote the publication and performance of Bach'smusic in a country prejudiced in favour of the style of Handel, whom Wesley dismisses asan inferior of his own 'grand hero'. At the time Bach was regarded primarily as apedagogue. Wesley's concern was to promote him to his rightful position as a musicalgenius.Interestingly, the roots of the Bach revival in Britain emerge as a nonconformistphenomenon, with participants of relatively low social status. We also learn thatBurney's influential and negative opinion of Das wohltemperirte Clavier was based on avery erroneous copy.The letters are lively, readable and bristling with gossip peripheral to the mainconcern, yet fascinating: we learn, for example, that Wesley treated his 'biliouscomplaint' with a mixture of rhubarb and magnesia. Explanatory notes which wouldhave been useful for some of the more obscure allusions in the letters are not provided,but a useful bibliography is included. Overall, highly recommended as shedding light ona still shady area of musical history. Rosemary Williamson
R. Murray Schafer The thinking ear: complete writings on music education. Toronto: ArcanaEditions, 1986. xi, 342pp [No price given] [No ISBN]
Schafer is probably best known in this country for his writings on music education andhis studies of Ezra Pound and music, and E.T.A. Hoffmann, but he is also a composerwith a considerable oeuvre including works for a wide range of media.This publication is in effect a revised edition of that which appeared in 1976 under thetitle Creative music education: a handbook for the modern music teacher (New York: SchirmerBooks). It includes five sections which made up the earlier book, and which werethemselves originally issued separately between 1965 and 1975: The composer in theclassroom; Ear cleaning; The new soundscape; When words sing; and, The rhinoceros in theclassroom. In addition, a final new section, Beyond the music room, presents five further shortpieces written since 1976. The preface describes it as a definitive edition, corrected and
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revised, but the claim that it represents his complete writings on music education isincorrect, as the New Grove lists several articles, albeit minor ones, not included here.The composer in the classroom describes Schafer's early teaching experiences in Canadaand his experiments with a teaching method radical at the time, because it abandonedtraditional standards of musicality with their emphasis on notation and theory in favourof an approach practical from the first moment and based on the encouragement ofchildren's individual responses to sound and their intuitive creativeness. This is devel-oped in Ear cleaning, which describes an experimental music course designed to exploresound from scratch, following his dictum that 'one learns about sound only by makingsound, about music only by making music'. A sense of excitement, enjoyment and livelypupil/teacher rapport is strongly communicated.The new soundscape introduces the concept of environmental music and explores thelimits of audiability and the properties of sound without recourse to scientific formulae.When words sing deals with the exploration of music through the voice alone, and givesmany exercises for classroom use through which the concepts of notation and compositionare gradually introduced. The view that the teaching of music in its early stages is bestaccomplished without the use of traditional notation is developed in The rhinoceros in theclassroom.The book's final section moves away from the teaching of children to deal with adultmusic making within a small community, portraying the 'social well-being' resultingfrom the efforts of an adult choir. One essay, not lacking in humour, deals with hisproduction of 'sound sculpture', a sort of variant on the aeolian harp includingcomponents as diverse as an old chair frame and part of a bed spring.The overall impression gained from these writings is that of an original and livelymind, ever open to new musical experiences and believing, with humility, that 'there areno more teachers. There is just a community of learners'. Many of Schafer's ideas havebecome integrated with the mainstream of music education and no longer have theability to shock, but at the time offered a uniquely radical approach, yet using simpletechniques available to all. Whatever ones own feelings about this type of approach, onecannot deny the central concern that the book radiates: that music is ,a live means ofexpression and communication for all, and that the experience of music̀i§ primarily anenjoyable one.Of particular interest to music teachers and students of the history of music education.

Rosemary Williamson
Friederich Erhardt Niedt The musical guide parts 1 (1700 / 1710), 2 (1721) and 3 (1717),transl. by Pamela L. Poulin and Irmgard C. Taylor; introduction and explanatory notesby Pamela L. Poulin. (Early music series, 8). Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. xxv, 282ppk40.00 ISBN 0 19 315251 7
I have to confess to a certain sense of confusion regarding Oxford/Clarendon's 'Earlymusic series', as the catalogue now comprises eight texts which seem to have very little inthe way of unifying themes to meld them into a 'series' at all. There are two worksdealing with the history of instruments (mandolin and guitar); a practical tutor on violplaying, three treatises (by Niedt, Leopold Mozart and Praetorius) and books on editingand embellishment. Nevertheless, two comforting features common to all Clarendon'sbooks, and equally evident in this (non?)-series, are a clear layout of texts and a generousamount of space provided to editors for the exploration and explanation of scholarly by-ways connected with the texts under discussion. This latter-named consideration is

particularly necessary in the case of the book under review here, since it is the firstmodern edition of a previously little-known text by a performer and teacher likewiseknown to very few. Furthermore, it is a translation, with all the attendant problems ofinterpretation that this activity may entail; and, while the translators have gone to somelengths to justify their work in many places in the book, even they have occasionally haddifficulty in conveying Niedt's wit and fondness for puns, as may be seen in their efforts totranslate the author's remarks on canon (part III, p. 250).Unfortunately for us, too little is known about Niedt for him yet to emerge from theshadows of the early 18th century in his own right. Pamela Poulin has managed tosupplement the few facts supplied by George J. Buelow in his article on Niedt in The NewGrove, but not to any great extent, and Niedt's work at present is mainly deemed worthyof scholarly attention because of the interest shown in it by two better-known Germans:Mattheson (who played a large part in the production of parts 2 and 3 of the work); andJ.S. Bach, since it seems quite possible that Niedt's treatise had some influence on Bach'steaching methods, if the lecture notes taken by one of Bach's students, and now inBrussels, are to be believed. It is obvious from some of Mattheson's footnotes that he wasnot in total agreement with Niedt's interpretation of some of the rules of counterpoint,as well as of some other matters, but the very fact that he nonetheless thought the bookworthy of publication is of obvious significance.Niedt's book reflects his experiences as an organist and, although it is aimed generallyat the 'Lover of noble music' (̀Liebhaber der edlen Musik', title page, part 1) really hasa narrower intention, to instruct organists in how to improvise thorough-bass and tocompose music fit for the church. (Part 2 nevertheless includes instruction in the ways ofcomposing movements from the da camera suite and sonata). Niedt himself seems to havebeen regarded as something of a conservative in his own views on religion and a properrespect for it (part 3, chapter 4) and apparently disapproved of many contemporarypractices; but other passages in his books portray a witty character who casts a wry smileat the shortcomings of some of the musicians of his day. He leaves the modern-day readerin no doubt that not all early 18th-century organists were as skilled as Buxtehude or theBach family, a fact also evident in Mattheson's didactic works.The whole book is worth reading, especially for keyboard players. Passages of moregeneral interest are Niedt's glossary of musical terms (part II, 133-155), with footnotesby Mattheson; Niedt's appendix of organ specifications (II, 5178-232); and his chapterson church style and chorale singing (III, 258-264), if only because of the fact thatJ.S. Bach apparently later disregarded some of his advice. Clarendon are to be congratu-lated in risking publication of this unjustifiably little-known work. John Wagstaff
The Edwardian age and the inter-war years, edited by Boris Ford. (The Cambridge guide tothe arts in Britain.) Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989. xi, 367pp £19.50ISBN 0 521 30981 6
I have to confess to a pang of disappointment when I read the names of the editor andauthors of this volume. Boris Ford has been editing such books since I was at school, and Iwrite as someone who remembers Dr Arnold. The author of the chapter on 'Music' isMichael Kennedy. He has written exemplary studies of Elgar, Vaughan Williams andWalton but, as I hope to make clear, his constricted approach is at odds with thevolatility of the musical life of the period. There is also an introductory chapter the titleof which is the same as that of the book. One of the authors of this chapter is WilfridMellers (author of several varied books on music including one on Vaughan Williams,
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as well as the worst sleevenotes I have ever read, which disfigured a good recent record-ing of Tallis' four-part mass) but the musical content is thin, concentrating unpenetrat-ively on Elgar, with references to Delius and Holst.Music librarians will want to know whether this volume has any use as a work ofspecifically musical reference. I do not recommend it, as Kennedy's by now familiarview of English [sic] music is distorted paradoxically by blandness. His method is totry to give an overview of English [sic] music of this period by concentrating on sixcomposers - Elgar, Delius, Vaughan Williams, Hoist, Walton and Britten - and hopingthat his account will act as magnets to attract relevant particles of information from thedoings of their contemporaries. This Romantic, heroic view of history is now in itsdecadence and is a lazy solution. At worst, it downgrades unmentioned composers,and tends to provide no room for discussions of issues rather than personalities. Thereare no significant comments on performance practice, the early music revival, journals,schools of composers (such as those influenced by Schoenberg, Hindemith or Stravinsky)or literary influences. There is no reference to recent research, such as that concerningElgar's attitude to Wagner, or to Hardy's influence on Vaughan Williams, and nosuggestions as to new insights into the English [sic] music of the period, such as those thatmay be gained from the authenticity movement, from new editions, from receptionhistory. His accounts of the six chosen composers arc informative within their limitations,but contain no new perspectives.The appendix to the book consists of a classified list of 'Further reading and reference,'compiled by Frank Whitehead, of which pages 334-40 are devoted to 'Music,' which issubdivided into 'General studies,' Composers,"Conductors' and 'Folk music.' Appal-lingly Howells and Moeran are omitted from among the composers. Two importantbibliographies are omitted from the lists of works: Fred Tomlinson's A Peter Warlockhandbook (Rickmansworth: Triad, 1974-77, 2v.) and Maurice Parker's Sir ThomasBeecham ...: a calendar of his concert and theatrical performances (Westcliff-on-Sea: Sir ThomasBeecham Society, 1985). Otherwise this list is the most useful part of the book, though itsroster of sixteen composers is inadequate, and that of the five conductors is neither herenor there. Nevertheless the fifteen general studies and the nine on folk music make for asatisfactory starting point in respect of the general reader. Unfortunately this does notjustify the price of the book, for the musical content alone. The remaining chapters areon 'Literature and drama,' The garden city,' The visual arts,' The "civilisation" ofBloomsbury,' Architecture,"Grierson and the documentary film,' Design and industry'and John Laing's Sunnyfields Estate, Mill Hall.' Some libraries will have a standingorder for the series. For those that do not, this volume is not worth purchasing just for themusic. Having read the other chapters, I am sceptical as to whether it is worth purchas-ing as a single item. Were I a general arts librarian, or asked for my opinion by one such,I would suggest that the nature of its coverage, and the style and assumptions of thewriters, militates against its purchase except as part of a standing order to the series.

Richard Turbet
Manuel Carlos de Britos Opera in Portugal in the eighteenth century Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press, 1988. xv, 254pp ‘30.00 ISBN 0521 35312 2
Those whose libraries are fortunate to possess the catalogue of music MSS in the Biblio-teca da Ajuda in Lisbon will know what a wealth of copies of eighteenth-century Italianopera scores are to be found there. It houses, for example, the most complete survivingsource for Mozart's Mitridate, re di Ponto; the same score that Leopold Mozart mentioned

in a letter of March 1771 as being copied for the Lisbon court. Yet some two-thirds ofthese Lisbon sources - and there are over seven hundred of them - show no signs of everhaving been used for performance. To assume that they were, as Manuel Carlos deBritos points out, would give a very distorted picture of operatic activity in the Portugalof the Baroque and early Classical periods. It is a subject which is likely to be a closedbook to most of us, and so any attempt at presenting its often complex history is morethan welcome.Britos charts the development of opera in Portugal throughout the reign of threemonarchs who left an indelible imprint on its progress. In 1708, Joao ascended thethrone of a country where the church's influence on cultural life was powerful even bycontemporary Catholic standards, and the king's own religious fervour did little tochange matters. Public performances were deemed immoral and theatre licences hard tocome by. One is quoted as being considered only on the condition that men and women,including married couples, should not sit together, that actresses should not appear intravesti and that there should be no 'indecent' props. All entertainments, even puppetopera, were to be submitted to an official censor. Small wonder that the Italian opera,as well as popular opera in the vernacular, were slow to take root.It was under Joao's successor, Jose I, that what progess had already been made wasallowed to grow into a thriving cultural tradition. It was he who founded first a palacetheatre and then a court opera, spending lavish sums of money on singers, costumes andscenery. The court opera had been open less than a year when it was destroyed in theLisbon earthquake of 1755, along with a host of scores and records, the loss of whichcannot have made Britos's task any easier. With the opening of a new opera house andthe appointment of a Royal Theatre Director in 1763, began that systematic collectionof scores by the king which makes the Ajuda library such a rich treasure house today.Queen Maria I, although not so fanatical an opera 'buff' as her predecessor, witnessedthe transformation of the musical life of the court into what was hailed by one Englishvisitor as 'the first chapel in Europe'. Opera became even more public, with the emphasisnow on the newer genres of opera buffa and burlesque, as well as vernacular translationsof the opera serie of Metastasio and the comedies of Goldoni.All this Britos charts in considerable detail - too much, perhaps, at times. Like manymonographs which have their origin in a doctoral thesis, this one isn't always comfort-able with the distinction between the two. Lists and tables come thick and fast; illus-trations and facsimiles, which might have been informative, are, apart from one or twoof the former, non-existent. In a book which centres so much around the tastes of threerulers it would be an advantage, for example, for us to see what they looked like, or, forthat matter, to have their complex family relationships (one prince married his aunt)explained in a family tree. Footnotes are copious, and conform to the unhelpful CUPpractice of being relegated to the end of the chapter. Several documents quoted arereproduced in an appendix; I am afraid that this reviewer's linguistic skills don't run toPortugese, so he's unable to comment on their usefulness. Appendixes actually take upnearly half the text of the book and there is a good sized bibiography. When all is saidand done, this is likely to become a definitive work on its chosen subject.
Geoffrey Thomason
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British Union Catalogue of Orchestral Sets 2nd ed., ed. by Tony Reed. Boston Spa: BritishLibrary Document Supply Centre in co-operation with IAML (UK), 1989. 380pp'45.00 ISBN 0 7123 2044 X Microfiche version: 4 fiches £15.00 + VAT ISBN 0 71232063 6
BUCOS has become an indispensable bibliographical tool for many music librarians.Users will notice considerable changes in both content and format in the newly publishedsecond edition. The hard copy of BUCOS II is a substantial A4 sized volume in compari-son to the previous paperback published in 1982. The new edition has been edited byDr. Tony Reed, Head of Music Services, British Library Document Supply Centre.His introduction states that BUCOS I contained 5,741 entries from 47 libraries butBUCOS II has expanded to 9,682 entries from 68 libraries, thus giving users access to amuch wider range of material. There is a total of 10,000 additional locations.The sets included are strictly orchestral. Band and wind ensemble repertoire is notincluded. The catalogue does not only list standard works, and the inclusion of rareritems from the holdings of the Royal College of Music and the Royal Academy of Musicis particularly useful.The main sequence is in a Composer/Title order. If there is no known composer awork will be under arranger or failing that under title. There is a separate entry for eachedition of a particular work, including reprints of earlier editions. Uniform titles havebeen used so that all symphonies, concertos etc. by one composer will be listed together.A list of thematic catalogues which have been used in compiling BUCOS II has beensupplied. A new abbreviation has been used; SStr indicating that only single string partsare available in a particular set.The title index at the back lists popular or alternative titles and then gives thecomposer and title under which it will be found. The page number of the main entry isnot supplied. This might be a helpful addition for those who do not use BUCOSregularly.Virtually all contributing libraries have revised their entries in the Directory ofLibraries which forms part of the volume. These entries supply information on whom tocontact, conditions and duration of loan, and numbers of parts usually purchased.Sadly, with some authorities recently introducing charges, some of this information willalready be out of date.It is inevitable that a catalogue such as BUCOS II will quickly date and Tony Reedreminds users to report additions to stock to him regularly, and also asks that any errorsdiscovered are reported. Supplements will be published in future.BUCOS II is easy to use, with well spaced entries and bold composer headings at thetop of each page. The catalogue is also available on microfiche. Viv Sweeney
T. Webb and N. Drew Let's make music (teachers pack) (GCSE Music Projects) Novella,1987. £19.50. 1. Let's begin ISBN 0 85360 129 1 - 2. Let's go on ISBN 0 85360 130 5 -3. Let's listen ISBN 0 85360 132 1 - 4. Let's listen again ISBN 085360 133X - 5. Let's composeISBN 0 85360 134 8. [Also Answer book.]
The GCSE examination has radically changed the approach to music teaching inschools and consequently the demands on music libraries for related materials. Thepaper by Geoffrey Winters at the IAML Study Weekend in Warwick in 1988 high-lighted the lack of GCSE materials available in published form, and music librarianseagerly await and purchase such material when it becomes available. However, thistype of package presents difficulties for librarians. It consists of 5 separate A4 booklets

together with an A5 Teachers answer book and cassette (lacking in my review package).The booklets are clearly classroom workbooks requiring considerable additional inputfrom teachers and use of the accompanying cassette. The booklets are well laid-out withan attractive mix of prose, diagrams, illustrations and music.It is not the place here to discuss the merits or otherwise of the new examination, otherthan to note that the range of music to be studied is commendably wide and the level ofmusical literacy implied, even in Book 1: Let's begin, is considerable. The advertisingleaflet states the package is aimed at the 13+ age group: one wonders how many pupils ofthat age have acquired the skills needed to embark on the projects. Clearly preparationprior to the GCSE year is going to raise the level of musical literacy, if candidates are tobe able to demonstrate successful mastery of the skills required.The decision whether or not to purchase this pack for the library will depend a greatdeal on the type of library and its policy towards acquisition of classroom materials.There is obviously a , place for it in the libraries of teacher training institutions andpossibly school libraries. Its practicality in public libraries is doubtful: this type ofpackage of items of mixed size and format is difficult to handle and keep complete.The pack is of limited use to teacherless students: much emphasis is placed on groupwork and discussion, presumably with teacher guidance.
Helen Mason

Flute instruction from Novello
Trevor Wye Proper flute playing: A companion to the practice books London and Sevenoaks:Novella, 1988. i, 57pp £4.95
Trevor Wye and Patricia Morris A piccolo practice book London and Sevenoaks: Novella,1988. 1, 210pp ‘14.75 ISBN 0 85360 137 2
Trevor Wye Play the flute: a beginner's guide London and Sevenoaks: Novella, 1989.1 videotape (35 mins) £19.95 Cat. no. 64 000 1
One might have thought that the flautist was already well provided with tutors andorchestral study books, but Trevor Wye and Patricia Morris have proved that there arestill gaps to be filled.Proper Flute Playing complements the flute tutors in Wye's series Practice Book for theFlute, expanding on some of the technical problems, and giving advice on stage manner,auditions, dress (even the teacher's!) and choosing between university and music college.The author studied with Gilbert and Moyse, and is now Head of the Flute Departmentat the Royal Northern College of Music. If this companion volume lacks the anecdotesto be found in James Galway's Flute (Menuhin Music Guides), it benefits from theexperience of a teacher and adjudicator with a sense of humour and a gift for colourfulimages. Trevor Wye always emphasizes the importance of hard work, but he sweetensthe pill with amusing illustrations like a saucy Edwardian postcard, and humorousimages reminiscent of his 'paper bag full of wasps', (used in Volume 1 to describe lownotes).The history of the flute and the buying of an instrument are not covered, nor arecontemporary and Baroque playing techniques discussed in any detail. The 'ProperPronunciation' section is amusing:
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The bibliography is clearly laid out, and the list of repertoire works indicates level ofdifficulty, as in the Emerson catalogue. Dates of birth of composers would have beenwelcome. There is, unfortunately, no index. The tutor covers a range of subjects not to bemet in any conventional tutor, and speaks equally to the beginner and to the youngprofessional.The compilers of A Piccolo Practice Book may well call this volume 'a first', for althoughpiccolo orchestral excerpts have appeared dispersed among flute extracts in the fluteorchestral study books (Wummer, Smith, Torchia etc.) no other compilers group theirextracts in such a way as to bring together specific technical problems. For example anexplanation of flutter tonguing, and recommendations for its practising, are followed bypiccolo passages from Rimsky-Korsakov, Rossini and Copland, where this technique isrequired. Trevor Wye's co-author, Patricia Morris, has specialized on the piccolo in twomajor British orchestras, and teaches it at the Royal Northern College of Music.Copyright permission has been obtained to publish extracts from a large number oftwentieth-century works not otherwise easily available. Patricia Morris has indicatedwhere she has added phrasing. Opera and ballet excerpts are left for a further volume.A list of audition pieces is helpfully provided, together with advice on buying aninstrument, although the authors do not mention possible prices or discuss care of thepiccolo. A useful repertoire list of chamber works including piccolo precedes the clearlylaid out index. The only criticisms of this welcome publication are that it does not openeasily on a music stand, and less significantly, the size of the staves has been reduced.Unlike Wummer's revised editions the paper is of good quality and the print clear andnot blotchy.Richard Rodney Bennett introduces the Play the Flute video tape (in a garden settingwith birds appropriately singing in the background) pronouncing it a 'new and excitingway of learning'. Unfortunately Trevor Wye misses an opportunity to stun with avirtuoso or a beautifully lyrical opening piece; his choice is rather dull. The video isaimed equally at a young or an adult beginner. The screen notation, with a cursormoving from note to note as the flute plays, will help the non-reader. The video claims tocomplement traditional teaching methods, and is an exciting new idea, but an inad-equate substitute for a teacher, who can correct mistakes and bad habits. However, itwill be very useful to potential flautists without access to a flute teacher.Trevor Wye summarizes the history of the flute, exploiting the potential of this visualmedium to the full. He plays on an ancient 'human leg bone' flute, and blows across thetop of a bottle to show how the sound is produced. Clearly divided sections introduceaspects of technique in a logical order; posture, first notes, tonguing, breathing andvibrato ('wobble'). In a 'habit and hints' section, our screen teacher demonstrates badhabits like crunching up the fingers. Essential hints for the care of the flute are coveredtowards the end, so as not to delay the beginner from making sounds.Close-up camera shots show how a good embouchure is formed by the lips, and howthe hands should be held for correct positioning of the fingers. This is an interesting andimaginative venture, best used to complement the work of a teacher. Videotapes forsaxophone, clarinet and guitar are to follow.

Angela Escott

Junior Instrumental Music from FaberMary Cohen The adventures of Egbert: an entertainment for young violinists and their friendsFaber Music, 1989. Pupil's book i, 24pp £2.50 ISBN 0 571 51015 9; Teacher's book i,2Opp £4.99 ISBN 0 571 51016 7Marlene Hobsbawm Me and my recorder Part 1. Faber Music, 1989. i, 4OppISBN 0 571 51045 0Marlene Hobsbawm Me and my recorder Part 2. Faber Music, 1989. i, 4Opp k3.50ISBN 0 571 51052 3Play solo flute ed. and arr. by Judith Pearce and Christopher Gunning. Faber Music, 1989. i,16pp + 1 tape cassette £6.99 ISBN 1 571 51006 X
Play solo trumpet ed. and arr. by John Wallace and John Miller. Faber Music, 1989. i,15pp + 1 tape cassette £6.99 ISBN 0 571 51001 9
First book of trombone solos ed. and arr. by Peter Goodwin and Leslie Pearson. FaberMusic, 1989. Piano score (34pp) + 2 pts £5.99 ISBN 0 571 51083 3
Second book of trombone solos ed. and arr. by Peter Goodwin and Leslie Pearson. FaberMusic, 1989. Piano score (36pp) + 2 pts L'5.99 ISBN 0 571 51084 1
It is perhaps surprising now that nearly every child has access to cassette or video taperecorders, that more use has not been made of audio visual aids in the teaching of musicalinstruments. Novello is introducing teaching video tapes for the flute, clarinet, saxo-phone and guitar, and 'music minus one' tapes and records have been around for sometime. Now Faber has published intermediate level pieces for trumpet and flute respect-ively, with piano accompaniments provided on cassette tapes. In each case side 1 of thetape contains the pieces played by melody instrument and piano, while side 2 consists ofaccompaniments alone. Where the melody instrument plays with the piano from thebeginning of the piece, two bars of clicks indicate to the player when to start.This is an invaluable aid for those many teachers who don't play the piano well;although printed accompaniments are available. The elementary trumpet player maymanage Scott Joplin's Maple Leaf Rag but the piano part is much more difficult. Thepupil loses the opportunity to interpret a piece, but gains the chance to develop ensembleplaying and rhythmic skills, and to copy the sound of good professionals.Faber have chosen carefully for their compilers of this instrumental material. JohnWallace is one of our most exciting virtuoso trumpeters; Peter Goodwin, one of theeditors of the books of trombone solos, plays in the Philharmonia Orchestra and was amember of the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble. His wide range of playing experience isreflected in the choice of pieces for the trombone books, which fill a gap betweenbeginners' instructional material and more advanced accompanied pieces. LloydWebber's Memory, and Sullivan's Jam the ruler of the Queen's Navee are included along withpieces by Monteverdi, Pachelbel and Weber. These enjoyable pieces are presented in acarefully planned progression to introduce various technical problems. Book 1 claims tobe of Associated Board Grades 1-5 standard, and Book 2 is Grade 4 upwards.Thumbnail sketches of the composers and the pieces are given at the back of thevolumes, together with brief words of advice. Accompaniments are provided with thetrombone pieces.Play solo flute presents a good mixture of works from slow sustained pieces for breathingand tone, to fast rhythmic pieces for tonguing and quick, even articulation. Syncopationis encountered in the Cui piece and chromatic scales attractively presented within ScottJoplin's Chicken Chowder. Some of the pieces are duets. Unfortunately side 2 of the tape
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did not work on my tape recorder, although there were no problems with the trumpettape.Beginners' books for the violin and recorder respectively are aimed at younger players.Unlike the flute and brass volumes, the music in Me and my recorder is rather unexciting,even taking into consideration the fact that it is intended for complete beginners. Theyoung these days are used to sophisticated rhythms and timbres. Tunes from Postman Pat,Thomas the Tank Engine and Big Bertha would be more acceptable than Mary had a littleIamb, and the national anthem, or that old chestnut, the slow movement from the NewWorld Symphony.The volumes are attractive to look at, with blue used throughout as an economicalway of brightening the black and white pages. Clear diagrams indicate how to fingereach note. Marlene Hobsbawm has found in her experience of teaching in Londonschools and music centres, that if children learn to play four notes (AGEB) before theyread music, interest is more successfully sustained. She provides several pieces of musicfor each learning stage, and introduces useful tricks such as sticking blu-tack where thethumb should rest. Technical problems are colourfully explained: tonguing is illustratedwith the suggestion of whispering ̀doo, doo' into the recorder. However, the recom-mendation to 'make your cheeks round, as for blowing bubbles' as a way of showing howto blow into a recorder will create serious problems: it will encourage overblowing andthe wrong kind of breath control. Suggestions are made for the use of percussionaccompaniments.Mary Cohen's The Adventures of Egbert is an attempt to make violin practising fun.The pupil's book is in a smaller format than the teacher's, and looks more like a storybook than a tutor. It tells the story of Egbert who goes searching for treasure, has it stolenby pirates, and meets many adventures on his return home in a rowing boat. His briefspell with a circus gives an opportunity for the introduction of tremolo on the openG string, as a way of describing the roaring lion. Many familiar tunes appear in arelevant context: Twinkle, twinkle, little star and Au clair de la lune for example.The teacher's book gives piano accompaniments to the tunes. Enclosed in a little boxon each page are suggestions as to how to present the technical problem introduced bythe respective piece. Audience participation in the story telling is encouraged withinstructions to tell the children to cheer or boo at certain points.The tunes are deliberately aimed at a range of abilities, so as to avoid boredom andgive the less advanced pupils a goal to aim for. The 'entertainment' is intended for avariety of teaching situations. It is an attractive way of introducing children to theviolin, and allows them to meet notation without having to waste time on learning thetechnical terms like treble clef and stave.

Angela Escott
The Novello book of carols compiled and edited by W. Llewellyn. Novello, 1986. viii, 274pp,C 10.95 paperback ISBN 0 85360 127 5 (Cat. No. 05 0048)
The Novello junior book of carols arranged for schools by W. Llewellyn. Novello, 1988.Paperbacks.Teacher's book, Part I (iii), 57pp '4.95 Cat. No. 05 0049Teacher's book, Part II (v), 86pp L'6.95 Cat. No. 05 0050
The Novello book of carols (NBC) is a good mixture of traditional and less familiar carols,and contains 90 settings (including 12 with one or two alternative settings). It is aimed ata competent chamber choir or above-average church choir. Just over half of the contents

are for SATB; the rest involve split parts or a solo voice in addition. (The contentsinclude Gabrieli's 8-part 0 magnum mysterium and Mozart's Canon for three choirs.)Although shorter than the Oxford book of carols (OBC), this new compilation comple-ments it well. There is very little overlap of material - any duplication of contents isnormally a new arrangement of one of the 'old favourites' from OBC. Moreover, theNovello book includes more of the popular carols, which in itself will ensure regular use.This still leaves a number of less familiar or new carols, two by Llewellyn himself.Llewellyn also arranged 18 of the carols in this selection, and verses for another two.The collection is arranged in alphabetical order of first line, though this is notimmediately apparent, since titles are not invariably the same as first lines. Filing byindefinite or definite article is also a little disconcerting.A simple list of contents at the beginning of the book would have been useful. However,it is admirably indexed at the back of the volume, by title and first line, indicatingduration; whether unaccompanied; composer/arranger; voices required (for minimumchoir and solo voice if applicable); whether instrumental parts are available for hire,and the instrumentation; and whether the carol can be found in the Novello junior bookof carols.The compilation is well-worth acquiring, and would doubtless be in demand as avocal set.Parts 1 and 2 of the Novello junior book of carols together contain 21 Christmas carols.All arc traditional favourites in very effective arrangements. Designed as a companionto the NBC, the two can be used together, combining adult and junior choirs.The Teacher's books have all parts in score, with instrumentation appropriate toschool music-making - tuned and untuned percussion, melodic instruments, and a bassline with guitar symbols. Voices are in one or two parts, the second of which is optional.The piano part is simplified, but the NBC piano part can be substituted. Instrumentalparts are available for purchase.Indexes are similar, and cross-refer, to the NBC. The junior books would be well-worth recommending to a schools library service.

* *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Karen E McAulay
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IN BRIEF
Roger Nichols & Richard Langham Smith.Claude Debussy: Pelleas et Milisande (CambridgeOpera Handbooks). Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press, 1989. viii, 209pp £27.50 ISBN0 521 30714 7 (pbk £9.95 ISBN 0521 31446 1 )
Seldom can words and music have matchedone another as well as in Pelleas et Milisande,and yet the play was written with no thought offuture musical setting (as Maeterlinck's widowrather indignantly pointed out when seeing herlate husband referred to as librettist'). Theimpressionist structure of the dialogue and itsverbal symbolism provided Debussy with whatcould have been a commissioned text. It isnatural, then, that in this study the wordsfeature as strongly as the music. In the twoanalytical chapters by Richard Langham Smithwhich deal with motives, symbols and tonality,elements such as darkness, light and water arefound as much in the text as in the musicalstructure (which is examined with the help ofmany clear examples from the score). As a result,although there is plenty for the musician todigest, the layman will have an equally reward-ing read, with a fascinating first chapter onMaeterlinck's background, and the usualCambridge Handbook survey of significantproductions, to which Roger Nichols adds afinal chapter (Ideals and enigmas) which anypotential producer of the opera would do wellto study. Excellent notes and some well-chosenillustrations further commend this volume.

Richard Buxton
Hugo Cole. Malcolm Arnold: an introduction to hismusic. Faber Music, 1989. 241pp 00.00 ISBN0 571 10071 6
Amazingly this book is the first major study ofthe music of this important twentieth-centuryBritish composer. A composer who has perhapssuffered neglect because of his involvement with'popular' music and his love of tunes. HugoCole does not ignore this music but concentrateslargely on Arnold's more 'serious' works and inparticular the symphonies, using the symphoniesto give a chronological structure to the book.As the author states, this book attempts toportray the composer through analysis of hismusic; however, one does sometimes wish thatthese analyses were more detailed. The opening

biographical chapter is also rather concise, andthe omission of a bibliography does not helpthose readers wishing to discover more aboutArnold and his music. The text is well illustratedwith musical examples but also suffers from alack of photographs.Despite all these reservations and the book'shigh cost it deserves a place on the shelves of allmusic libraries. Peter Baxter
Nicholas Kenyon. Simon Rattle: the making of aconductor. Faber, 1987. x, 246pp ,C12.95 ISBN0 571 14670 8
Not so much a biography - how could it bewhen its ostensible subject is still so young? -this book is more a record of the forging of arelationship between conductor, orchestra andaudience that could only happen in this countryoutside London, and the optimistic conclusion,happily continued in developments since publi-cation, is a tribute to the enterprise of Birming-ham as well as to the genius of its subject. Theauthor sensibly avoids hero-worship - Rattlehimself makes it clear that Fremaux's work atBirmingham had given him plenty to build on,and some of the best reading in the bookconcerns the occasional disasters that he hasencountered, mostly as a guest conductor withforeign orchestras. This is not so much a straightchronology as a series of linked interviews withRattle and others, interspersed with digressionson particular events like Turangalila, or thoughtson recording and guest conductors. Few peoplecome out of the book with no bruises at all,whether orchestral players, managements,audiences or Rattle himself, but all will findpages of encouragement. This is an eminentlyreadable book, and the exciting thing is that atthe end of it a greater story seems just to bebeginning. Richard Buxton
Edward Elgar. The Windflower letters: correspon-dence with Alice Caroline Stuart Wortley and herfamily, ed. Jerrold Northrop Moore. Oxford:Clarendon Press, 1989. xv, 352pp L'25.00 ISBN0 19 315473 0
An immediate reaction when reading this bookis to wonder at the amount of energy peoplehad at the beginning of the century. The letterstake us on a round of concerts, rehearsals,

playgoing, dinners and travelling (well, Britaindid at least have a reasonable rail networkthen), to say nothing of moving house withbewildering frequency. Alice was the daughterof Sir John Millais and the wife of CharlesStuart Wortley MP. Both husband and wifewere fine amateur musicians. She met Elgar in1902 at a dinner party, and an affinity seems tohave developed immediately. There is somefrustration in having only half a correspondencehere, for almost all of Alice's letters to Elgar aremissing, as are a good many of Elgar's, butJerrold Northrop Moore in an admirable link-ing commentary has mixed description ofevents with surmise as to what was written inbetween. One thing that remains a mystery ishow intimate the relationship ever became,and it is a measure of the enjoyment to be foundin reading these affectionate letters that itdoesn't really matter. This book gives a fascin-ating view of an Edwardian social set as well asan insight into the character and moods of agreat composer. Like any good encyclopedia ordictionary, it is constantly urging the browserto refer forwards or backwards, and its superbindex makes this a pleasure.
Richard Buxton

M. Hurd. An outline history of European musicrevised edition. Borough Green: Novell°, 1988.xiv, 145pp Paperback L6.95 ISBN 0853600767(Cat. no. 11 0139)
This useful textbook was first published 20 yearsago. The revised edition takes this into accountwith the chapter on 'Recent experiments' beingtotally rewritten, final dates of some composersinserted, and the bibliographies and discogra-phies brought up to date.Obviously the history of European music canonly be skimmed in just over 100 pages of text.This is not the place to seek biographical andanalytical accounts; instead, the focus is ongeneral trends and the sociological context ofmusic.The text concludes with brief suggestions forfurther study and ideas for projects, makingthis particularly useful for sixth-form studies orthe written paper of a diploma. The fact thatthe book does not delve too deeply makes itequally suitable for the general music-lover.

Karen E McAulay

Lucy Green. Music on deaf ears: musical meaning,ideology, education. (Music and Society). Manches-ter: Manchester University Press, 1988. x, 165pp£22.50 ISBN 0 7190 2647 4
This is a thoughtful and passionately arguedbook which questions received assumptionsabout the nature of music, and is bound to becontroversial with those musicologists whoview music as autonomous and untainted bysocial politics.Green, who is Head of Music at an ILEAcomprehensive school, reads musical meaningas a social construct, whose ideology reinforcesthe hegemony of classsical music, and a largepart of the book explores the classical versusnon-classical divide, particularly in the contextof contemporary music education. She inter-prets the GCSE syllabus as less radical than itat first appears, and continuing to reflect thedominant ideology of 'mass music for theapparently unmusical mass, and elite music forthe manifestly musical elite'. Those who playdown the differences between classical and'pop' music are also criticized, but she findshope in a syllabus that presents both Bach andBob Marley to the student, as potentially lead-ing to a redefinition of musical value, and onewhich acknowledges the diversity of 'whatcounts as music'.Deconstruction is a familiar concept in literarycriticism, yet has still to make its mark on thestudy of music. This challenging book takes astep in that direction by demonstrating thatmuch that is taken for granted is neither innatenor inevitable. Unfortunately the somewhatprohibitive style and specialized terminology itemploys will not encourage the wide readershipits ideas deserve. Rosemary Williamson
Cambridge Opera Journal, vol. 1, no. 1, March1989. 93pp Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityPress ,C32.00 per annum (institutions) ISSN0954 5867
New from the Cambridge University Presscomes the Cambridge Opera Journal; the firstissue appeared in March 1989 and it is to bepublished three times a year. This is an aca-demic journal, with the avowed aim of bringingtogether opera studies across the musicological,historical, sociological, literary and philosophi-cal disciplines. To this end the academics in-volved (primarily British and American), are
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drawn from a variety of disciplines. EditorsProfessor Roger Parker and Professor ArthurGroos are from the Departments of Music andGerman Studies at Cornell University, withJohn Warrack (St. Hugh's College, Oxford) asAdvisory Editor. A further 31 academics formthe Editorial and Advisory Boards.The first issue comprised four substantialarticles, examining the status of opera singersfrom 1600-1850; Wagnerian philosophy; librettoand plot in Shostakmich's Lady Macbeth qjMtsensk District; and the genesis and literarysource of Puccini's Le villi.A substantial book review concludes theissue; the reviewer is of similar standing to thebook's author.This is definitely worthy of consideration foran academic institution with an interest inoperatic research, but it is not a journal for thelayman; non-academic or performing librarieswould be better served by the already-establishedOpera magazine. Karen E McAulay

Stephen H. Barnes Muzak: the hidden messages inmusic: a social psychology of culture 2nd ed. (Studiesin the history and interpretation of music, 9).Lewiston: Edwin Mellen Press, 1989. vi, 168pp1639.95 ISBN 0 88946 434 0
Environmental music - the vapid piped back-ground music often heard in shopping centresand supermarkets - is something that mayannoy musicians but which is taken for grantedby most of the population, being 'music to beheard but not listened to'.Stephen Barnes exposes the sinister side tothis music, the majority of which is producedby the American company Muzak LimitedPartnership. Studies have shown 'Muzak' tohave a marked influence on the public or theworkforce to whom it is played, easing tensions,masking fatigue, motivating, and having apowerful effect on the mind and personality, ineffect redirecting its hearers' senses of reality.The tapes are carefully designed in fifteen-minute cycles to produce the desired effect, forexample increasing productivity in a factory orrelaxing tensions in a flight lounge.Barnes is concerned that US law has in effectvalidated the use of Muzak, allowing it tobecome all-pervasive, and a highly lucrativeconcern. His thesis is that using music, albeit ina debased form, to manipulate the unconscious

is the 'ultimate perversion of the art form'. Heconcludes that 'environmental Muzak ... is amanipulative tool that runs counter to ourfundamental philosophy of a free and opensociety, and the freedom to be "let alone" '.The book, which also includes a history ofthe company, is inevitably American in biasand somewhat repetitive in style. Its subtitle is awildly inaccurate representation of the book'scontents, but presumably is meant to implythat our acceptance of Muzak is symptomaticof the indiscriminate taste of popular culture.
Rosemary Williamson

C. Evans Cello time: seven pieces in first position forthe elemental), cello player with piano accompanimentNovello, 1988. Piano score (12pp) + part £3.50Cat. No. 12 0641
Cello time is a sequel to Evans' Take a cello andBasic bass. These very simple but tuneful begin-ner's pieces provide an ideal partner or nextstep to the elementary tutors on the market.Rhythmic and melodic interest is provided inthe piano part; Nos. 5 and 7 (Ikrania dance andFrog Dance) are especially enjoyable, No. 5being a lively 5/8, and No. 7 switching constan-tly between 3/4 and 4/4. Karen E McAulay
Rudolph Sabor How to do well in music examsAndre Deutsch, 1989. xii, 196pp £5.95 paper-back ISBN 0 233 98463 1 £9.95 hardbackISBN 0 233 98387 2
The scope of this book is actually much widerthan its title suggests: almost half of its contentsare taken up by advice on the choice of a suitableinstrument for the aspiring musician who isuncertain about whether, say, the flute or theviolin would be most suited to his or her circum-stances. This is followed by information onchoice of teacher, the different aspects of learn-ing about music, practising, coping with examnerves and the exam itself.Sabor was an examiner for the AssociatedBoard for many years and has considerablepractical experience in music education. Hisstyle is low-key and anecdotal, and assumeslittle or no musical knowledge on the part of thereader, yet avoids condescension. The bookpresents a great deal of information concisely,often in lists, and represents good value for

money. Occasionally the attempt to cover toomuch in a small amount of space results inmisleading or insufficient information. Forexample, a list of organ manufacturers includesBontempi, Casio, Harrison & Harrison andHill, Norman & Beard, without any expla-nation of the differences between them.The book would be of use to anyone whowould like to learn to sing or play an instru-ment, but who is unsure of where to begin; forthe parent of a child who shows musical promise;and for music teachers. Rosemary Williamson

E. Humperdinck Hansel and Gretel; arranged byAlan Gout; text by Catherine Storr after theBrothers Grimm; illustrations by AnnabelSpenceley. Faber, 1987. Paperback £3.95 ISBN0 571 10038 X; Hardback ISBN 0 571 10082 1
P.I. Tchaikovsky The sleeping beauty; arrangedby Alan Gout; text by Cathering Storr; illus-trations by Julek Heller. Faber, 1989. Paper-back £4.95 ISBN 0 571 10097 X
A. Lloyd Webber Cats: songs from the musical;illustrations by Ann Aldred. Faber, 1989. Paper-back £4.95 ISBN 0 571 10089 9
As always, these are visually attractive, andgenerally effectively simplified, with an averagestandard of roughly Grade 3. A few more pedalmarkings would not go amiss in Hansel and Greteland The sleeping beauty. The Cats album also hasguitar chords, though it must be said that theyare quite advanced. One cannot help feelingthat both rhythmically and harmonically some-thing has been lost in the simplification of Cats;this was probably inevitable, as there is no placefor subtle syncopation in an easy arrangement.That apart, the selection will be welcomed byteachers and pupils alike. Karen E McAulay

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach. 23 pieces character-istiques for keyboard, ed. Christopher Hogwood.Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989. £14.95ISBN 0 19 372224 0
C.P.E. Bach is perhaps most famous for hiskeyboard music and his treatise on keyboardplaying. Whilst many collections of his sonataswere published during his lifetime these PiecesCharacteristiques appeared only in manuscript

or periodic publications of the early 1760s.Christopher Hogwood has drawn on the help ofthe world's leading authorities on the music ofC.P.E. Bach in the preparation of the firstcomplete edition of what he calls 'the mostcompact as well as the most stylistically variedof Bach's keyboard music'. Biographical infor-mation is given about the characters depictedin these charming miniatures which helps toshed light on the wide circle of Bach's friends.The pieces are simple, mostly two-part compo-sitions intended to meet the demand of a middle-class public for entertaining music. Sources ofthe time are quoted in an excellent prefacetestifying the accuracy of the pieces in theirdepiction of the various characters. Some of theoriginal manuscripts have been reproduced onadjoining pages and in some cases this makespage turns much easier than they otherwisemight have been. This is a well prepared editionwhich helps to further the knowledge of C.P.E.Bach's keyboard music. Peter Baxter

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach. Keyboard Concertos.No. 38 in C minor (11448) and No. 39 in F major(H454), eds. Elias N. Kulukundis and Paul G.Wiley II. (C.P.E. Bach Edition. Series II, vol. 15).Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989. ISBN0 19 324001 7.
Bach wrote 38 keyboard concertos whilst livingin Berlin and these two were composed between1762-1763 as the Seven Years War was losingmomentum and life in Berlin was returning tonormal. These works were as little known at thetime of composition as they are today and werenever published in Bach's lifetime. They areboth for solo keyboard and string orchestra,No. 38 having two horns ad. lib. and No. 39 twoflutes ad. lib.These compositions represent a very importantand substantial part of Bach's total output andwere written because of the need for music atcourt functions and amateur musical gatherings.The pieces follow in the tradition of Vivaldiand J.S. Bach but show some formal and textu-ral innovations.This edition has been well prepared by twoof the leading scholars on C.P.E Bach andpresents us with the opportunity to examinesome delightful music. Peter Baxter
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NORWICH 1990IAML (UK) STUDY WEEKEND
30 March - 2 April 1990

The ERMULI Trust is offering a number of bursaries which will cover conferencefees, accommodation and travelling expenses for the IAML (UK) Study Weekend whichin 1990 will be held in Norwich. The bursaries are open to anyone who cannot obtainfunding from their employers. Applications from library school students and youngermusic library staff are especially welcome.
Applications are now invited for these bursaries. Application forms, available fromthe Secretary, should be returned as soon as possible to:Richard Chesser, Secretary, ERMULI TrustMusic Library, British Library, Great Russell Street, London WC1B 3DG.
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